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FROM THE EDITOR

Welcome to the December
‘Narrow Lines’. This issue is very
much a ‘mixed bag’ so I hope that
there will be something of interest
for each of you. At one point I
wasn’t even sure that I would
have enough material to fill 36
pages, but things did work out in
the end. I should therefore like to thank all those who
have contributed to the magazine over the past year and
made it possible for me to provide you with entertaining
and informative reading.

It is always nice to see new names in the ‘Contents’ list
of the magazine - we have at least two this time - but I am
conscious that much of the magazine’s material comes
from a relatively small group of repeat contributors. I am
very grateful to those members for their support. To
those who haven’t yet contributed I would say ‘Why not
make writing an article for “Narrow Lines” one of your
New Year’s resolutions?’

For me this has been ‘The Year of the Soldering Iron’,
challenging at times but rewarding as the kits and
scratchbuilds produce the models I want. I hope that your
modelmaking year has been equally rewarding. What
does next year hold? For me, it looks like more of the
same plus a possible entry for the Howard Clarke Trophy
at Burton. May your outlook be equally interesting.

Best wishes and Season’s Greetings

Peter
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Having completed and exhibited two Colorado-based On30
layouts, ‘Dodry, Phugetville and Grumpigh’ and ‘Grumpigh
Dock’, I felt the urge to return to British Outline after the
satisfaction I had received with ‘Evercreech Junction’ and
‘Highbridge’ in 00 gauge over twelve years ago.  Clearly it was
to be 0-16.5 on lightweight foam boards, but I also wanted to
experiment with 0-9 and a new shuttle unit that I had
discovered.  Another technique to explore at the same time
was modular design.

I spent much time in the armchair poring over what could be
done with two or three 3ft by 18in boards, and came up with
an idea. The basic input to my mental puzzle included a water
mill, a 15in gauge industrial freight and passenger line, a small
village and a 2ft 6in gauge light railway.  These were to occupy
a choice of either two or three modular Styrofoam boards, with
both lines to be capable of either manual or shuttle operation.
Attention then turned to the computer, concocting a layout on
XtrkCad, and searching for narrow gauge prototype ideas.  I
ended up with a workable track plan, and a decision to create
a fictitious location with inspiration, not copy, for both buildings
and stock from real prototypes. At about
this time I discovered the Tam Valley
Shuttle, made in the USA and stocked by
two UK DCC specialist suppliers. Let me
tell you about the shuttle first, as that
determined a lot about what I finally built.

‘Grumpigh Dock’ used two British made
CML shuttles. Very sophisticated, they
require a Digitrax DCC controller, block
detectors, point decoders and a 12v
regulated DC supply.  They can be
programmed by the computer to control
stop, start, waiting time, point changes and

all the sound functions. But although they will store
three complete programs, each one is limited to
16 steps, which then repeat - not enough in my
experience to take advantage of all their
capabilities. In contrast, the Tam Valley Shuttle
comes with a UK power supply, its own very much
simplified DCC controller and a block detector,
for about the same price – around £60 – as the
CML shuttle alone. It is intended to run just one
loco on a single fixed built-in program, and will not
select a loco by its address, nor will it command
sound functions. These limitations can be
somewhat overcome by careful planning. The all
in one unit comes on a postcard size circuit board
with an attractive panel along one edge so it can
be directly slotted into the baseboard front. All
necessary knobs and buttons are in place. The 12v
input from the supplied transformer is plugged into

the back where there are also one two-wire, and one three-wire
chocolate-block connectors. That is all. You need no extras,
and no knowledge of electronics. But you do need a simple
decoder in the loco(s).

Simply, the track is divided by rail breaks into three sections,
called ‘end 1’, ‘middle’ and ‘end 2’. The built-in program runs
the loco at a speed adjustable by a rotary control until it reaches
end 1. It then decelerates to a stop as instructed by the loco
decoder, changes any digital point on the layout tuned to
address 1, waits for an adjustable time and restarts with
decoder-controlled acceleration in the opposite direction. On
reaching end two the process is repeated, changing point
number two, and the train returns ad infinitum. If you wish to
have a station stop, you cut two more breaks in the track,
isolating a ‘middle’ section. The train stops there, changes point
3 if there is one, waits for an adjustable time and restarts in the
same direction. If the middle waiting time is set to zero the train
runs straight through. On the front panel are the speed and
direction controls and the three waiting-time controls, one for
each section. The controller runs any loco placed on the track

The Frayle and Wilting Light
Railway

Derek Gregory describes his latest project.

Photographs by the author.

‘Pixie’ hauls the workmen’s train from the mill.
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‘Frayle and Wilting’ Construction Pictures

1. A Styrofoam 3ft by 18in baseboard. 2. All the track is laid.

3. The watermill section with  controls, track and millpond mirror
added.

4. The fiddle yard is being hidden.

5. The Post Office has arrived. 6. Willow trees have grown.
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regardless of address. But the instructions do not tell you that
you can select different locos by having them in manually
switched isolated sidings. If points 1 or 2 control a pair of these
sidings, then a change of loco can be obtained automatically,
during a shuttle cycle, by having a loco on each siding.

Wiring is simple.  The track plus and minus are wired to terminal
1, then the track break isolated rails at each end and in the
middle are wired to terminal 2; easy, just five wires.

With all this in mind, my main (0-16.5) line has a two-track fiddle
yard hidden at end 1, and a two-track terminus station at end
2, with no intermediate stop. Two trains held in the yard are
alternately shuttled to and from the station, while a third train
stored in the other station platform can be swapped manually
for one of the other two trains.  The industrial (0-9) line has at
end 1 two sidings switched by point 1, next to the water mill,
in front of the fiddle yard, and at end 2, a single siding at a third
platform at the terminus.  Two trains alternately shuttle to and
from the station.  Thus there are always four trains in
continuous operation while I can relax, hands-off but with
fingers crossed.

Board 1 carries the water mill, the industrial line supply terminus
and the hidden main line fiddle yard.  With no room to place a
millpond above the mill, I put one in below it, and used
Constable as the inspiration for the mill, the pond and willow
trees. I wondered what type of water mill it would be. To make
for interesting freight traffic I decided on a carpet mill, with
wool inward and carpets outward. Placing the time scale at just
after World War Two meant that the carpets would not yet
be broadloom but in 3 or 4 foot rolls, and the wool would be
in bales. For interesting passenger duty I situated the mill
without any road access, so the workers would have to come
by train. I decided to invite tourist visitors to come at weekends.
Thus there are both passenger and freight sidings at the mill.
All the controls are built into board 1.  The two 12v shuttle
supplies plug in to the front of the baseboard, as does the 12v
lighting and mill wheel power supply.  Track and light power
and shuttle wiring is carried between the boards by plug-in
cables.

Board 3 carries the terminus station for both lines, which
provides for transfer of goods between the two, and for both
passenger and light freight on the main line.  Coal and water
services are provided for both lines. A few buildings stand near

7. Photos from Streetview have been selected for the backscenes. 8. Interiors and lights have been installed.

(Above) Painswick Post Office, an inspiration for
a model.

(Right) The model of the Post Office installed
on the layout.
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the station, all inspired by Cotswold Country, especially
Painswick .

Board 2 is an optional module, which connects between the
others, and is occupied by a disused farm and an active
smallholding. The smallholder operates a fruit and vegetable
stall where the mill trains stop for shopping and the transfer of
milk churns to the station. Boards 1 and 2 will couple together
and operate well if space is limited, but the layout loses a lot of
character. It will be possible in future to build more modules
which may be used as space permits.

Nothing is permitted on this layout which comes straight
out of the box. All the locos are scratchbuilt bodies on
chassis taken from proprietary models.  The 0-9 rolling
stock is scratchbuilt using chassis from N gauge wagons
or kits. The 0-16.5 stock is a mix of PECO kits and
scratchbuilt wagons on PECO kit chassis.

The main line passenger loco is inspired by ‘Russell’, and
so is called ‘Rustle’. It is mounted on an American
Bachmann H0 gauge Mogul, with the original loco
unharmed and intact within the new plastic card body. The
Mogul carries its sound decoder and speaker in the tender,
so a special ‘service van’ has been fitted over the complete
tender to disguise it. Although only the ‘chuff’ works on
this layout, the full range of sounds are available when run
on a more conventional DCC system.  Even the head and
tail lights shine brightly, but completely hidden by my
handiwork, and the original American loco can be revived
if needed by the use of a small screwdriver.

The freight loco closely resembles Tal-y-Llyn and is a
plastic card body on a Bachman 0-4-2 Porter chassis fitted
with a Digitrax decoder. Lying in wait for occasional use
are an 0-4-0 Porter dressed up with a Backwoods kit, a
plastic card Henschel  ‘Brigadelok’ on a Fleischmann
0-8-0T chassis, and a reasonable likeness of a L&B ‘Exe’
on an old Airfix Prairie chassis.

The 0-9 Locos are a plastic card Kerr-Stuart ‘Wren’ and
a Bagnall, both on N gauge Fleischmann 0-4-0 tank chassis,
plus a freelance vertical boiler loco on a Kato 0-4-0 chassis.

All the buildings are scratchbuilt from mounting board
with some plastic card and some scribed DAS stonework.
Most are lit by LED strips and the station clock tells the
right time.

Each board weighs less than four pounds and is easy to
carry up and down stairs. They stand on a two-piece table in
wallpaper-pasting style, which accompanies the layout on visits,
and with only the stock and three plug in power supplies to
carry, it can be up and running in as little as twenty minutes, if
all goes well.

Wilton Carpets are well known in my part of the world, so this
was corrupted to ‘Wilting’. Just as Dodry, Phugetville and
Grumpigh were descriptive of me at the time, now that I am
85 this one had obviously to be christened ‘Frayle and Wilting’.
The village station is ‘Wilting Terminus’ (and includes a carpet
shop) while the main line leads to the off-scene town of Frayle.

Approaching Wilting village.

The central farmyard section.

The track to Frayle ends in a fiddle yard behind the Mill.
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The locomotives of ‘Frayle and Wilting’

‘Pixie’ hauls the workmen's train.

‘Puck’ takes carpet rolls from the mill.

‘Rustle’ puffs his way through the farm. He is hiding a complete,
unharmed American H0 Mogul and tender inside him!

‘Titania’ on the way to Frayle with goods train.

Briggadelok without a name pays a visit.

Vertical boiler ‘Sprite’ only comes out on Sundays.

And finally . . . . . .

The Village pub is, of course, ‘The Wilting Rose’. Even the sign with
its 1946 price list, is wilting.
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Some years ago at an exhibition in Germany, I was
given a badge ‘Schamloser 0e-Bahner’, which
translates as ‘unashamed 0-16.5 modeller’. I was
exhibiting a friend's layout (Helmut Heinert's
‘Köstritzer Kreisbahn’) and at that time had only a
van or two in this scale/gauge combination on my
record, but I wore the badge anyway. Then Ixion
brought out their ‘Coffee Pot’ steam railcar. I just
had to have one of these, although there was no
layout to run it on because it has to be turned at
the end of the journey and therefore needs a
turntable of sufficient size, a triangular junction or
the like, and I don't know of any 0-16.5 layout in the
area that has the one or the other.

Some time ago, I had surveyed a space above a desk
in my humble inner city flat which turned out to be
222cm long (about 7ft 3in) and after some doodling
came up with a design that incorporated a turntable,
a cassette fiddle yard and a single turnout. Trains
could be 90cm long (just under one yard) and I
deemed this sufficient, particularly because except
for the Australian steam railcar and an Austrian
diesel locomotive I had no rolling stock. Therefore
I bought some plywood, aluminium angle and PECO
track. Supply of the latter can be somewhat
spasmodic in Germany, but my local model railway
shop had enough of it in stock.

The layout consist of two plywood boxes of equal
length which produces an unsightly gap in the
landscape but this way it is easier to store the
layout. (I intend to build more layouts in the same
space). As the turntable is accessible from the
front, I decided to operate it manually, just like
the real thing. Many years ago I read an article in
Model Railroader by Bob Hayden who used an earphone jack
as a kingpin of a turntable, so I went and bought one at an
electronics shop. Because I was doubtful of its ability to keep
the turntable horizontal (as it turned out, it couldn't) I bought
some micro-switches with rollers as well. I cut off the rollers
and glued them onto pieces of stripwood (cut from the same
piece of wood, of course). The turntable now runs on the
rollers which offer just enough resistance to keep it in place
once it is aligned to one of the roads. I had installed two latches
to fix the turntable in position but the one for the loop went a
little out of alignment (presumably due to some shrinking of the
wood) which is of no concern because anyway, the latches
turned out to be superfluous.

Mr. Hayden had set the polarity of his turntable by means of a
toggle switch, but Murphy’s law dictates that such devices are
in the wrong position most of the time (and in no correct
position the other time). Because I had avoided any effort to
make my turntable remotely controlled, I decided to make the

change of polarity work automatically. As I had built a covered
turntable, closely following a prototype in Portugal, nobody
could see what was underneath, so I fixed two of the roller-
equipped switches on the baseboard and glued a piece of plastic
under the turntable that actuates the switches when it is turned.
So far, this system has worked well.

The single turnout is operated by a toggle switch in the front
board that is linked to the points by some brass wire; it changes
the polarity of the crossing and at the same time keeps the
points in position. I had to remove the spring of the PECO
turnout because it was as strong as the one in the toggle switch
and so prevented the points from being moved. I installed a
Hudson point lever from kbscale near the points, but it is not
operational.

The fiddle yard is a combination of two familiar concepts, namely
the sector plate and the cassette system. Two short pieces of
aluminium angle were screwed to the end of the sector plate

Descarado: an ‘Unashamed’ Layout

Herbert Fackeldey from Germany describes his 0-16.5 layout

Photographs by the author.

Descarado station, all 130cm (or 4ft 3in) of it. For the photograph, I hid away the
fiddle yard with a piece of plastic card. The latches that may be seen in the holes on
the front board were meant to keep the turntable in position but did not always do
that. However, they aren't needed anyway. The fencing is from Addie.
The backdrop is one of my lesser efforts (well, you may ask what isn't). Normally, I
don't look into the LEDs as in the photo because the valance is below eye level, at
least mine.
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A layout doesn't have to be big to be boring! Admittedly, the scope of operation is somewhat limited in Descarado. The layout rests on shelving
brackets above two desks, the rails are 142cm (or 56in above the floor. I offered myself an extra inch for the layout because the door opens
into the other room. With the layout in place, it is still possible to open the window almost completely. You may have noted that the walls are
not at a right angle; in fact, no walls in the house are!

A toggle switch operates the turnout via a
piece of brass wire and at the same time
changes the polarity of the crossing. The
bracket comes from the DIY shop. It may
be seen that I am not very good at
woodworking, too.

(Above top) The holes in the turntable pit are meant to save weight (every little helps) but one
came very handy to house the micro-switches that change the polarity of the track on the
turntable. The turntable itself does not move too freely on the rollers, but as they say, this is
no bug but a feature. In fact, it allows me to do away with the latches (one of them may be
seen on the right) which have the annoying habit of getting out of alignment. I was told that
the musicians at our local opera house have a particular way to tune their instruments to suit
the local climate, so for once the fault may not be entirely mine.

(Above bottom) The turntable is nothing other than the disc of plywood I cut out form the
baseboard to make the turntable pit. Because the top is covered with plastic card I got away
with it. The piece (in fact, two pieces) of plastic on the underside of the turntable operates the
micro-switches that change the polarity of the track.
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and the cassettes are fixed to them by paper clamps from the
stationery shop. I built an overbridge from Forex (extruded
PVC foam) that more or less hides the entrance to the fiddle
yard. This material is very easily cut and scribed, but not as easily

glued; polystyrene glue does not work but glue
for PVC guttering did.

The space between the track was filled with
sheets of Depron, a denser variety of Styrofoam,
that was painted with latex paint and sprinkled
with fine sand (which came from the pet shop,
I think - the label was lost years ago). The
platform was built from Forex again and painted
with light grey acrylics.

For the station building, I used the dimensions
of a French station I found in the excellent ‘Voie
Libre’ magazine. I made it as plain as possible,
avoiding any vernacular style as it is not intended
to be a model of any particular station building.
The windows and doors come from the Addie
range, and the roofing was cut from corrugated
cardboard. I used double faced adhesive tape to
fix the cardboard strips to the roof, but now
wish I had been more careful when aligning the
strips. I then dug into my box of ‘things that I
may find useful one day’ and found some Addie
fencing, lamps from the same source, a Phoenix
figure, an S&D cart, some wine casks from a
French firm that is no longer trading and a few
items of unknown origin. At a show in
Luxembourg, I bought a water crane and a palm
tree. I may add a figure or two and the odd bush
or other greenery, but for all intents and
purposes, the layout is finished.

But what has this all to do with my promotion
to ‘unashamed 0-16.5 modeller’? Well, I had
unashamedly modelled a station that bears no
resemblance to any particular prototype. I
intended to give the layout a southwestern look
(southwestern Europe, of course; as one
football player famously quipped: ‘I don't mind
if I play for Milan or Madrid as long as it is in
Italy’) and found that ‘unashamed’ is ‘descarado’
in both Spanish and Portuguese. Both countries
bought railway stock from all over the world
(just as I do), and there were a few narrow gauge
stations down there with the roads ending in
turntables. So I drew a sign on my computer and
glued it onto the station building.

The imaginary prototype is the town terminus
of a railway that links the Mediterranean port of
Seco with the hinterland and particularly the
broad gauge station at Descarado Empalme
(‘junction’ in Spanish) and then continues to
Descarado town. The motive power depot and
workshops are at Empalme, and there are only
rudimentary goods facilities at Descarado
because most of the goods traffic arrives on the
broad gauge, except what little is shipped from
stations on the narrow gauge to Descarado
town.

I called the railway ‘FSD’ – the ‘Ferrocarril de Seco a Descarado’,
and it has been said (by me, of course) that some locals know
it as the ‘Ferrocarril siempre defectuoso’ - the ever defective
railway. Hopefully, the layout will never earn the same sobriquet!

The fiddle yard combines the advantages and disadvantages of the sector plate and
the cassette system. I may add handles to the cassettes one day.

A simple self-adhesive LED strip from the DIY shop provides the Mediterranean sun.
The valance was cut from extruded PVC board with a Stanley knife.

The diesel locomotive was scratchbuilt, mostly from plastic card, on an inexpensive (at
the time) Bachmann GE 70-tonner chassis which is almost spot-on for the prototype,
an Austrian industrial 120 HP locomotive that still exists (some say ‘rusting away’) on
the ‘Ybbstal-Bergstrecke’ preserved railway in Lower Austria. It is fitted with a
semi-automatic Austrian coupling from ZT-Modellbahnen, on which I intend to
standardise my 0-16.5 rolling stock if I ever get around to building some.
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The Austrian Diesel waits for something to
shunt, but first, I have to build some rolling
stock! The palm tree is a kit by Arboris, of
France, but I'm afraid I am not very good at
all things botanical. The specimen assembled
by the manufacturer looked much better! The
cart is from S&D, of the United Kingdom, and
the lamp post is from Addie, of Germany.

The layout's raison d'être is the Ixion ‘coffee
pot’ steam railcar. The water crane is a 3D
printing from Aubertrain, of France, and follows
a prototype on La Trochita, an Argentinian 2ft
6in gauge railway. The station building was
built from extruded PVC board, with windows
and gutters from Addie. I cut the roofing from
corrugated cardboard.

The Ixion steam railcar barely fits the
turntable, but it does, and I don't think that I
will ever own anything longer in 0-16.5. The
station building is in two-thirds relief and does
not look too convincing this way. One day, I
may buy a second palm tree in order to hide
this, well, shortcoming.
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At the end of Part 4 of this Saga, it was Easter 2013, we’d just
exhibited Ashbourne (Park Road) at the York Exhibition and
were heading back to the East Midlands with a broken layout.
This proved to be a watershed moment for the TVAG. As
alluded to in the last instalment, there had been much discussion
over the York show about what direction the modelling
interests of the Group would take in future – understandable
when you have a three-day show with plenty of time for
discussions in the pub afterwards too. Some were happy to
carry on expanding the layout, extending it even further. Others
thought that the layout had grown too large for our group to
exhibit, that some parts were worn out and that we’d be better
off starting again with a new layout. Over the two decades, our
modelling skills had developed. The question was how best to
move forward?

Whatever happened, one thing that we could agree on is that
any decisions should be made at our Group Meetings so that
as many people as possible could be included in the decision
making process. This might hamper one or two of our further
flung members but in this internet age it is easy to put ideas
forward electronically for consideration. Gaining a consensus
amongst a group is not an easy or quick matter, which is why
it is three years on that I’m writing this! One aspect that did
continue was our monthly social meetings at the Brunswick. At
these meetings, members would bring along examples of their
own modelling projects for discussing and after much beer had
flowed under the bridge, thoughts once again turned to a Group
layout. Some felt that the damage done to the baseboard could
be repaired, others disagreed. The conclusion we reached was
that some parts of the layout would be scrapped, mainly those
where we were starting to have issues with the track or warped
baseboards and anything salvageable would be kept. Other parts
of the layout would be saved and possibly re-used in a new
layout. Henmore Mark Two was born.

When a Mark Two is developed the result is often something
bigger and better; in this case we decided that smaller was

better. Our Group has not grown in size over the years, we’re
all getting older and most didn’t want to transport quite so
much layout around each time.

After much doodling and discussion, the original design of a
semi-modular layout proved to be long lasting. One aspect of
the layout that we all agreed we liked was the Creamery which
was also the newest addition to the layout; this would remain.
We also agreed that we liked the Dig Street scene and the idea
of building a new layout around these parts was born. In
between Dig Street and the Creamery, two new baseboards
would be inserted, giving a scenic section 16ft long, sandwiched
between a pair of fiddle yards, depicting a scene in the
Ashbourne town section of the HDLR. The decision was taken
to build new fiddle yards with a fan of sidings rather than re-use
the existing cassettes. This would be easier for some members
to operate and also reduces the risk of the stock developing an
earth fault.

Several ideas were put forward as to what should appear on
the new baseboards, the traffic on the HDLR of stone, timber,
coal, dairy, livestock and general goods traffic giving plenty of
scope for ideas. We also wanted something that would create
some operating interest for ourselves and the public alike. The
resulting layout, as shown in the plan, is for a passing loop with
halt, the loop line being goods only, with two sidings, one for
general traffic and the other leading through into a stone
mason’s yard. Operating interest would also be given by
shunting the Creamery yard, the internal railway of which is
being extended into the fiddle yard to make access easier than
having to reach inside the building as was the case before.

Early on in the process, it was decided that whilst work would
remain centred around Derby it would take place in more than
one member’s house, though at the moment, that’s waiting for
a member’s garage to be made more habitable first. In the
meantime, shortly after our annual Mickleover Members’ day
in 2016, a start was made on the two new baseboards to fit

The Henmore Dale Saga:
Part 5

Andrew Young brings the Henmore Dale Saga up to date. (Part 4 was in
NL 221)

Photographs by the author.
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between the existing boards. Track laying
followed, with one new member and some
of us being reminded, as to how joyful an
afternoon can be when spent cutting and
gapping copper clad sleepers. As I write
this in June 2016, all the track is laid and a
start is being made on the wiring. A small
group of members meets each week to
progress the layout, with any major design
decisions being decided at the monthly
meetings.

The layout will be completed electrically
and tested thoroughly before a start is
made on the scenic work. Unlike the last
incarnation of the HDLR, we are planning
on installing lighting and a backscene this
time round, though we haven’t worked out
how we will do that yet. Whether the
layout will be electrically complete for
some serious testing/playing at the
Mickleover Members’ Day early in 2017,
you’ll have to come along to find out.

In the meantime, if anyone wants to join in
with the activities of the Trent Valley Area
Group, either socially or by joining us in
building the layout, we can be found in the
Brunswick in Derby on the third Thursday
of the month. Our contact details are
found in ‘Narrow News’. Also, the HDLR
will soon be coming to you on the web at
www.henmoredale.org.uk

The two new baseboards taking shape, seen from the operating side. The mainline track is
seen, along with the lightweight industrial track which will be disused and form part of the
scenery alongside the old sand pit at the rear.

The Dig Street baseboard undergoing
modification to the track layout to link in to
the new baseboards. The scenery will be
refreshed alongside the new portion.

Promoting the
Association

Irvine Cresswell has submitted these two
photographs of a quiet moment at the
Association’s stand at Guildex - the Gauge
0 Guild ‘s annual exhibition held in Telford
in Shropshire in September. Chairman Neil
Smith is on the left and Frank Sharp on the
right. We are much indebted to those who
give up their time to promote narrow gauge
modelling and the Association in this way.
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As described in my article in NL 220 I have removed the 00
layout from my loft, and with a good friend I’m installing 0-16.5.
Not content with changing scale, I am also trying radio control.
Even on excellent exhibition layouts we often see operators
having to prod and poke locos into action, whether because of
bad connections or dirty track or wheels I don’t know. I am
lucky to have a large loft, so prodding and poking would also
probably involve some walking as well as the usual cursing. This
did happen on the 00 layout as it was the standard transformer
type control system.

This was my main reason to try radio control. Other
considerations are probably only having 4 or 5 small locos, thus
keeping the cost of kit down, plus wanting to do more shunting
and end to end running rather than just letting trains go round
and round. With radio control, we could both be operating
locos at the same time. I also like the roughly laid track that you
find on many narrow gauge railways and this could present
problems if I had to depend on it for electrical continuity.

As the thought developed, the layout has gradually evolved to
a U shape with run round at each end, one end to have loco
servicing facilities. Along the route will hopefully be a harbour
with siding, a brewery with siding and a mine entrance.

So it was time to take the plunge and see if radio control would
work. I met Frank Allen at the Nottingham narrow gauge show
and he inspired me to get on with it. With his guidance via e
mails I bought the following equipment:

● Hornby 0-4-0 Smokey Joe / Desmond (secondhand)
● Smallbrook Studios THOR loco body
● Deltang Transmitter and receiver
● LIPO batteries and connectors and battery charger

However, having all this kit laid out on my bench confirmed my
fears that assembly was beyond my abilities. The Smallbrook
Studios kit was fine, but lack of expertise,
shaky hands and less than perfect eyesight
made me pause on the electricals. I did
what I could to remove as much excess
resin as possible from inside the loco boiler
moulding. This allowed just enough space
for the receiver and batteries, the body
slipping snugly on to the footplate.

Then, just in time, I met Steve Lamb at
Northampton. He agreed to see if he could
wire it all together. He could and it worked!
Pulling 3 pieces of rolling stock, we ran it
for over an hour with no sign of the
batteries fading – and no prodding or

poking either. This was more than enough proof for me to keep
at it and see if it could be developed further.

There were problems of course – this is railway modelling after
all! The main one to raise its head was charging the batteries.
Although fine in operation, they seem to discharge quickly
overnight, which then involves removing the loco body to gain
access to the battery connector. As mentioned, the loco body
is easily removable but it’s not so easy to get it all back together
again; ‘fiddly’ is the nicest word I can think of at the moment.
Hopefully the next build will have a suitable switch to allow
charging without loco body removal. I will soon be ordering
bits.

From what you will have read you will realise that I am no
expert on radio control. However, I believe it is the way to go,
and would welcome any advice from more experienced people.

Radio Control
Vaughan Measday adds some information to his article which appeared in NL 220

Chassis with receiver, body with batteries in the
boiler/tank space and, on the left, the
controller/transmitter.

This is the locomotive - Smallbrook body on Hornby chassis - in which
the radio control gear has been successfully installed.
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I'm one of those people who for years has avoided soldering
whitemetal kits because of the scare stories surrounding the
subject. I've more talented friends who have melted kits, so
surely I'd be hopeless at it? On the other hand I've had an uneasy
relationship with adhesives, especially 2-part epoxy resin or
cyano-acrylate. I get fingerprints everywhere, and the parts
being fixed together never seem to stay still long enough to set
in the correct position. As a holiday project this Easter I put
together a small toolkit and set about building the NMRS Models
6-Ton Sentinel Steam Lorry, a completely whitemetal kit
without even any brass detail. Eschewing glue, I packed a
soldering iron, a bar of 70C solder, some paste flux and some

cocktail sticks to apply it. It turns out that
soldering whitemetal is relatively
straightforward, and a non-expert like me
can do it. This is an account of my efforts.

The soldering required included tacking,
edge-joints between ‘sheet' material, spot-
fixing of details, wrapping and the sweating
together of parts. These last two surprised
me but are entirely feasible as I hope to
show.

The basis of soldering seems to be a heat
source, clean surfaces, flux and solder. My
heat source was a 48W solder station. I do
possess a smaller iron, an RSU, and a gas
torch, but my digital readout station is my
trusty work-horse and can deliver a
regulated tip temperature down to 150C.

On the subject of heat, I don't go in for the smell of burning
flesh - especially my own - so tweezers, pegs, Blu-Tak and other
non-melting holding methods are a good addition to the toolkit.
I put the Sentinel together using only my fingers, and because
of the relatively low temperature and large pieces of metal I
mostly got away with it, but I wish I'd thought ahead.

It seems that 150C is high enough to melt 70C solder without
melting the parts being joined. I suspect that there is in this a
certain confidence that came from soldering fairly chunky parts
together first; these act as a heat-sink and take some purposeful
effort to melt. Hence I found I could dally awhile; photo 2 is of
course posed, but the iron was on and the tip resting on or
near to the metal while 5 or 6 shots were taken. It is patently
not true that a puddle of melted goo is the inevitable outcome
of contact with an iron - though I don't recommend hanging
around too long, and as my confidence grew I was able to
improve my speed.

Cleaning and flux are related, though it seems that depending
entirely on flux to do the de-greasing is infra dig with some
people. Nevertheless, some cleaning up of casting marks and
pitting is necessary and emery board appears to do a reasonable
job. I did use some cheap files, but I may throw them away
rather than try to scrape the whitemetal and solder out with a
scalpel! A scalpel can also be used to clean the joint afterwards,
since 70C solder is even more yielding than whitemetal. (See
photo 3) The flux meanwhile was quite forgiving of the fact that
it was many days before I got round to washing it off (not in
hot water, needless to say).

I recently changed to using flux paste rather than liquid, and
thus far it appears to be better at drawing solder into the joint.

Low-Temperature Soldering
Conquered

David Hughes describes how he overcame his initial fears and solder-assembled a
whitemetal kit.

Photographs by the author unless otherwise credited.

Photo 1: the completed kit.

Photo 2: tacking the chassis to the bed.
Photo: Steve Gardiner
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I am advised that this is because it doesn’t evaporate so quickly
if you’re slow with the iron like me. This would explain the
reduction in spitting and noxious fumes that I experience. For
the moment I’m a convert and a small smear of paste at the
joint works perfectly well for me - but note the need to clean
off the flux afterwards

A bar of solder seems to pass less solder to the iron than does
wire. I have no idea why, but as a result only small amounts of
solder were transferred to the work each time. The small
amount of solder picked up from the bar made it pretty difficult
to flood the work with extraneous material. Perhaps someone
may suggest that my iron was too cool, dirty, under-tinned or
the wrong shape, but my practical experience was that it
worked to the good. By the way, applying solder via the tip of
the iron breaks a general rule I've heard people espouse: that
of 'apply iron, apply solder, remove solder, remove iron'.
Ignoring this rule probably explains why my brass kit soldering
looks so poor unless I use a torch, but with whitemetal I seem
to get away with it!

With only a small amount of solder on the iron, and paste flux,
the result is a neat tack. (See photo 2.) When it came to fixing
the Sentinel's boiler to the cab floor, the same small amount
meant a piecemeal fillet joint could be achieved by repeatedPhoto 4: the boiler is now in the way of the steering column etc.

Photograph by the author adjusted by Frank Sharp.

Photo 5: the bed and drop-sides.

Photo 3: cleaning the solder

Photo 6: water tank and pipe.
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applications of the iron and very rarely needing to refresh the
flux.(See photos 3 and 4.)

Again, a small amount of solder meant that a measured
application to long joints such as between the lorry's flat bed
and drop-sides could be achieved. (See photo 5.) On that
subject, I used a bench hook as a convenient surface upon which
to check the pieces for flatness, and the joy of whitemetal is
that it is relatively malleable without being prone to creases.
Tacking allowed me further opportunities to correct the fit 'on
the fly'. The softness of the material also made it easy to scribe
and drill plank and bolt detail on the lowered drop side.

Spot-fixing things like pipework simply required dipping the end
of the smaller piece into the flux paste and a quick dab of the
iron (See photo 6). Well, it would have done if I'd packed the
aforementioned Blu-Tak. This was one of those expletive-ridden
moments when my fingers got a tad too warm.

The cab apron on the kit was not a close fit to the cab floor,
but was easily wrapped to the correct shape. I ought to have
marked the centre on the apron and floor and worked
outwards, but instead estimated the position of one side and
tacked that in place. As can be seen in photo 7, I then used a
wooden block to push the apron close as I worked a fillet of
solder around a little at a time. I suspect (indeed hope!) that I'll
never need to wrap a sheet of whitemetal around a loco's
smokebox or cylinder casing, but it's good to know that some
forming is possible.

I am used to tinning brass pieces and sweating them together,
but as it happens this technique also proved useful for attaching
one of the wheels in the kit. Although I'd drilled them out, one
wheel was such a tight fit that I clumsily broke off its axle stub.
To fix it I fettled the axle smooth, tinned it and the inside of the
wheel with 70C, applied a dab of flux, then touched the outside
of the wheel with the iron while holding it in place until the
solder flowed. The hub didn't melt, and I got away with it, but
it was a nerve-wracking moment. (See the front wheel in photos
1 and 4.)

One final tip, and one that I ought to have learned from my
article in NL 209 (‘The Wonders and Delights of a Weidknecht
Decauville’): read the instructions. Actually my point is as much
about dry-assembly, because by soldering one piece in place you
may hinder access to the soldering iron for subsequent parts.
In the Sentinel's case, in retrospect I might have soldered the
steering column in place before the boiler, rather than as
instructed after. By the way, I had to paint the cab interior

before fixing the roof; acrylic paint proved remarkably resilient
to low-temperature soldering.

There you have it: whitemetal soldering conquered, and
satisfaction achieved. And now I should reveal that one of the
labourers in photo 1 was the spur to all this, because he came
with a casting defect that meant one arm was almost severed.
Having no putty to hand, I filled the gap with a spot of solder
before deciding to solder the arms, shovel and head to the body
as well, instead of gluing them.

From such little conquests do we grow. I now have a pile of
other whitemetal kits crying for attention, and one less excuse
... and having discovered that solvents like ‘Nitromors’ can
evidently remove 2-part epoxy, I may revisit some earlier efforts!

Postscript:
In August I 'put my money where my mouth is' and demon-
strated low-temperature soldering live at the Wiltshire 009
Group's inaugural Skills Day in Pewsey. At several points
through the day I had a queue of people wanting to learn the
dark art, and most were suitably surprised at how easy it really
was. They all had a go at soldering the limbs on a couple of S&D
figures and departed confident that a kit could be attempted.
One disappointed visitor - a helper from another stand - was
sad not to have joined in, but even at no more than 10 years
old she clearly had a better grasp of the subject than I. Her dad
subsequently confirmed she did more whitemetal soldering
than him. No excuses, then: pick up your soldering iron!

Photo 7:  forming the cab apron to the floor:

Prototype for Everything Department

Ken Cotton emailed this photograph of a wonky
vent back in July with the comment ‘I'm not sure if you
have a "prototype for everything" section but I saw this
the other day at Hebden Bridge.’  In addition to the
wonky vent your editor is also taken by the way they
vents vary in form - were they all the same when
installed? - and by the pattern of staining on the slate
roof.  All these things are the sort of detail which in a
model would ‘lift’ the result. For the layout builder it can
be rewarding to look closely at the buildings around you.
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Prototype Inspiration: Isle of Man Railway

Jeremy Clarke has sent these IoM photos which he took on 9th and 10th July 2016.

Beyer Peacock No 12 ‘Hutchinson’ at Port Erin.

No 8 ‘Fenella’ at Douglas.

No 8 ‘Fenella’ and No12 ‘Hutchinson’ side by side at
Douglas.
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No 13 ‘Kissack’ with a Port Erin bound train
crossing the Kewaigue Hill bridge.

No 12 ‘Hutchinson’ at Castletown.

No 13 ‘Kissack’ with a Port Erin train crossing
No 12 ‘Hutchinson’ bound for Douglas at
Castletown.
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My latest items of rolling stock don’t actually roll at all – in fact
they are pinned to the track-base. I became aware that, al-
though the layout was meant to depict a railway that had seen
better times and was struggling to keep going, there were no
signs of dereliction. The quarry gates were locked shut, so
what had happened to the stock that worked the quarry? I
decided to add some sorry-looking abandoned skips to the end
of the goods siding, quietly rusting to their end.

The construction of the skips followed my preferred pattern
with styrene sheet and sections, and for the rust effect I
decided to try a technique I had found on YouTube using salt
as a mask over a base coat of rust colour. This  video,
youtu.be/JjCcVgHbpk4  I found helpful, but there are many
others.

I started by spraying the models with acrylic primer
(Humbrol 1 Grey), and base coat (Revell 381 Brown). A green
scouring pad was ripped in half to form two pads about 5mm
thick. One was held in front of the models while spraying an
orangey-brown (Revell 85 Brown) through it. The resulting
spray pattern simulated patches of fresh rust. Once the paint
was dry, the models were wetted and then sprinkled with rock
salt, some of which had been ground down smaller, with some
table salt added to the mix to give a blend of sizes.

The salt was allowed to dry; the process was speeded up by
putting the head of my spotlight into the spray booth to give a
gentle heat onto the models. The congealed salt forms a rather
fragile mask over which the top coat is sprayed. Some grains
will fall off, but not enough to cause any problems.

Skip to the end

Ted Winter describes his latest scenic project.

Photographs by the author.

1. Base and dapple coats.

2. Wetted and salted.

3. Drying

4. Ready for top coat.
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With the salt completely dry the top body colour coat of
acrylic (Revell 374 Grey) was sprayed on using a thin mix of
paint with a low air pressure to avoid blowing the salt off. After
the paint was fully dry the salt was then brushed and washed
off allowing the “rust” to show through the body colour.

A final dusting of ground up artist pastels (grey, black, orange
and white) for additional weathering, and a sealing coat of
acrylic matt varnish (Humbrol 49) completed the job.

The skips were installed with the first of the rake half buried in
the bushes to give the impression it had been there some time,
and the third skip depicted as having been cannibalised, having
lost its bucket and a wheelset – the axle boxes left where they
fell.

5. Top coat.

(Above) 6. Salt removed.

(Below) 7. Installed.
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The appearance of my ‘Grumpigh Dock Update’ in NL 219
prompted me to report the completion of this project. All the
track between the station and the fiddle yard has been replaced
so as to have a minimum curve radius of 18 inches. This has made
the operation of this line more reliable at the expense of having
to rebuild the trestle bridge carrying the upper level. I would not
risk 6 inch double curves on a hands-off automatic layout again.
I decided to replace the traversers on the original fiddle yard with
points to permit the operation of two trains alternately. There
was no room on the scenic section to add points, which would
have been better. Introducing points on both levels required
lengthening of the yard by some 9 inches and it made sense to
make a completely new two-storey yard. This was constructed
entirely from 25 mm Styrofoam sheet which glued together well
with PVA and required no other fixings. The new yard has no
back so that it can be operated from the front or rear, and this
required the shuttle units, which must be visible, to be mounted
high on the inside end of the yard structure rather than across
the back. To accommodate two points and sidings the new fiddle
yard is over 2ft long which is half the length of the scenic part of
the layout. I find this a little disappointing from the appearance
point of view, and if I had room at home I would extend the scenic
section at the far end for another foot or two, but that is for
another day. The new, improved, ‘Grumpigh Dock’ is scheduled
to appear at Narrow Gauge South West in February 2017 and
can now be operated from the rear.

The old plywood double deck traverser/fiddle yard
was, in contrast to the Styrofoam scenic section, a
heavy and clumsy thing for this ‘frail and wilting’
individual to carry up and down stairs. In contrast the
new one weighs about 3 pounds and can be carried
at arm's-length with one hand so that I can hang on
to the bannister and watch my feet as I make the
ascent and descent.  At age 85 one has to incorporate
these features into layout design!

More on ‘Grumpigh Dock’

Derek Gregory provides a further update on this On30 layout.

Photographs by the author.

Smoother curves on the lower level on ‘Grumpigh Dock’. Compare
this image with those in previous reports on the layout in NL 207,
208 and 219.

The new double-deck fiddle yard for ‘Grumpigh Dock’.

Contributions for ‘Narrow Lines’
Contributions for ‘Narrow Lines’ are always needed - anything from a brief tip or note to fill a space like this to a full

length series of articles that needs to be spread over several issues. The main requirement is that the subject - prototype
or model - should be relevant to modelling narrow gauge railways in scales around 7mm/ft. Perfect English is not necessary

- it can be polished at the copy-editing stage. Similarly, track plans and other drawings can be re-done if you think your
sketch skills are not suitable for publication. The important thing is to share your ideas, researches, reviews, projects,

successes and lessons learned from failures. ‘Notes for Contributors’ are available from the Editor or the website but if
you have any questions the Editor will be happy to answer them.

Please note that your current Editor has impaired hearing so email is his preferred means of communication.
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In a discount store you may find a product called ‘Grass Ball on
Pot.’  I paid £5 and £3 when I bought from Home Bargains. The
English may not be that great but they make decent shrubs and
trees, probably more than you will need.

As can be seen from the photographs, ‘Leaves’ are mounted on
a scaffold, pushed onto a pip. They pull off very easily. Two or
more can be cupped together.  A one inch, round head nail can
be used to mount them onto the scenery.  A few spots of
brown paint, a bit of glue and flock, and you have a shrub. The
look is improved by spreading glue under the shrub and
dropping on a sprinkle of sand, coffee grounds or such to
simulate the poorer growth there.

The tree in the photograph was made threading a
few onto a barbecue skewer, then wrapping the
trunk with masking tape.  It was my first, quick
attempt. There is room for improvement.

Grass Ball on Pot

Tom Ellis uses decorative artificial houseplants to make model trees and shrubs

Photographs by the author

Grass Balls on Pot. Some bits picked off.

Removed from scaffold. On the left one of each, with a singleton that
could be used as a reed or agricultural plant, and three cupped
together.

Shrubs on layout.

The tree on the right is the one made as
described in the article. Tom’s layout is
freelance in the extreme, set in either Malaya
or Queensland. The palm trees on the left are
an EBay purchase direct from China.
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They say that there is nothing new under the sun, and that is
as true for railway modelling as anything else. My layout,
‘Watchet Town’, uses only very short wheelbase locos and is
DCC controlled. These two things led me to investigate how
PECO points could be altered to improve running and prevent
short circuits due to using the fairly coarse profile wheels found
on Hornby chassis. There is ample information to be found on
the internet and in ‘Narrow Lines’ (an article by Peter Page way
back in issue 104 of 1997). However several Surrey Area Group
members have asked me to explain what I did, so I recorded
the changes I made to the points for my new layout, ‘Watchet
Harbour’. What I did is shown in the photo sequence.
Essentially, two changes were made to the points; the first is to
improve the electrical efficiency of the point and the second to
improve its overall appearance.

Photo 1 shows a converted point at the top with a standard
PECO O-16.5 point below. Circled on the left is a cut made in

the switch rails to isolate the frog and
on the right the changes made to get
rid of the PECO point motor fixing.

The Electrical Changes

The first thing to do to improve the running through the point
is to make a couple of cuts in the switch rails using a slitting disc
to isolate the frog area. This is shown in Photo 2. The cuts can
be made anywhere between the frog and the pivot point, but
in reality there are only two places where you can cut between
the sleepers. Having done this, turn the point over. Cut a
section of the webbing away where you have made the slit in
the switch rails. Bond the switch rails to their adjacent stock
rails by soldering a short piece of wire (shown in red) to both
rails – a piece of single strand bell wire or similar can be used
and is unobtrusive when finished. Then solder a further piece

of wire (shown in green) to the frog. This
wire needs to be long enough to go to a
switch to change the polarity of the frog.
(The switch should be operated by the point
change mechanism. Ed.)

Shown is a PECO 0-16.5 point; if you are
using a ‘Streamline’ point, they are supplied
nowadays with clips underneath which if
removed obviate the need to cut the switch
rails.

You now have a point which does not rely
on the little spring contacts to carry current
to the switch rails. The switch rails are
always the same polarity as the adjacent
stock rail so that coarse scale wheels will
not cause a short circuit if they touch both
stock and switch rails at the same time. You
have a switchable frog and every piece of
track is permanently live so that running
through the point is much improved.

‘Improving’ PECO Points

Peter Jackson illustrates some beneficial changes to an 0-16.5/On30 staple.

Photographs by the author.

Photo 2 Photo 3

Photo 1
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The Cosmetic Changes

For ‘Watchet Harbour’, I plan to use servos to change the
points, so I did not need to use the motor fixing plate on the
PECO points. This is a fairly meaty piece of plastic, so I thought
removing it would enhance the look of the point.  If you are
using servos, Tortoise, Cobalt or similar point motors, then the
first stage of the conversion is to remove the over-centre spring
on the point. This is done by levering off the securing block on
the sleeper adjacent to the tie bar when the spring can be
removed (if it has not already whipped across the room!). Some
PECO points are slightly different, but it should be fairly obvious
how the spring is retained. If you need to retain the spring, then
some of the stages below will need to be adapted to retain the
sleeper with the spring retainer.

Photo 3 shows the underside of an un-converted point.

The first task is to remove the two parts of the plastic web
circled using a razor saw or sharp knife – see photo 4. It is then
possible to ease off the sleeper adjacent to the slide bar and
slide the large plastic block on the right off the end of the point
– see photo 5.  You may need to cut the chairs on the sleepers
to remove the two parts, but I found that this was not necessary.

The rails at the end are now totally unsupported, so you need
to replace the large plastic block with two replacement sleepers.
Remove the rails from a short piece of 0-16.5 track and cut off
two sleepers – see photos 6 and 7. These sleepers are slid onto
the rails to reinstate the point – see photos 8 and 9.

The point now looks much better but the tie bar is unsupported,
so a gapped pcb sleeper needs to be soldered to the stock rails
either side of the tie bar, see the finished point in photo 1.

Photo 4 Photo 5

Photo 6 (left)
Photo 7 (right)

Photo 8 Photo 9
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After all the woodworking, wiring and track laying it was
about time to switch to something else. Track testing and
adjustments were carried out before attention shifted to
the buildings and scenery around Wharf Station.

Beside the challenge of building the layout another is the
searching and collection of ideas and inspiration. These
can be filed physically or stored away mentally to assist
in the creation of the overall picture. This is particularly
important if you are creating a freelance layout, as it’s all
down to your own imagination. Three dimensional
visualisation is a good skill to master which you can then
use to make up a basic quick model (which I do
occasionally) or just keep it in your head.

Three examples of my search for ideas and inspiration
are:-

· Looking through the Sankey Scenics website for 7mm
posters I came across their Bespoke Railway Signs. As
the layout is set in the mid 1950’s a mix of GWR and
BR Western signs would be appropriate and give an
impression that the senior management were unde-
cided on whether they should change any more.  After
a very helpful phone call a set of mixed signs arrived
promptly at a very reasonable price. Photo 1 shows
the GWR sign for Shrewsbury Wharf. The posts and
cross members are made from Evergreen 2mm sq
strip with the name glued to 1mm ply.

· There are 2 sidings at the Wharf that will require
some form of buffer stop. Finding a suitable style was
proving rather difficult, until again the copy of ‘The
Welshpool & Llanfair Light Railway’ by Glyn Williams
came up trumps. It has just the job and it was at
Llanfair Caereinion. Photo 2 shows my version of this
made from 5mm sq hardwood uprights with a mix of
balsa wood and the ubiquitous coffee stirrers with the
fine PECO track pins acting as bolt heads..

· Some time ago I came across a pot of DecoArt
Sandstone Textural Acrylic paint in my local DIY shop

Welshpool & Shrewsbury
Railway – WSR Mk 3:
Progress at Shrewsbury Wharf
Station

Martin Turpin, writing in August 2016, continues the story of his latest layout
project.

Photographs by the author.

Photo 1

Photo 2 Photo 3
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that I thought would be useful. As the station building
neared completion I started to think through how I
wanted the area to look. A mix of different surfaces
which would be broken up by weeds and grass would
reflect the downturn in passenger numbers. Photo 3
shows the platform edge stones cut from cereal
packet and then painted with Railmatch concrete and
brushed lightly with diluted matt black. A planked area
made from 1mm ply will be under the canopy area
painted with Humbrol natural wood. The main area is
then made up of several layers of the textured Sand-
stone especially near the building.

I have been looking for a suitable flatbed lorry for some time.
Recently I had done some wiring work on a very good friend’s
7mm layout. He remembered my quest and in return he gave
me a Goodsyardmodels 7mm Thames flatbed lorry – which I
don’t think is available anymore. Photo 4 shows the lorry by
the Long Shed. It still requires the very fragile wing mirrors to
be fitted together with some weathering and signage. The very
nice Silcock’s sign came from an old copy of Model Railway
Journal. It matches the one that used to be on the station
building at Llanfair Caereinion when it was used for storage.
The grey card has been glued down to make up the level around
the yard area.

The last four months have been spent completing the station
building. This has been a lot fiddlier than I expected. It started
when I was trying to work out a way to ensure the canopy
supports are vertical in two directions whilst the Araldite glue

dried. Photo 5 shows the arrangement which will ensure
everything is square. Photo 6 is a view of the canopy roof during
construction. It is made up of 1mm thick plastic card for the
basic components with 2mm sq for a strengthener at the join
to the main building. There is a piece of 4mm sq balsa wood
glued to the top of the main building which the canopy is bolted
to using 12mm nuts and bolts (these bolts will be cut short prior
to the roof being put on). The canopy will also be glued to the
balsa wood when finally assembled – again ensuring everything
is square and upright. To clad the roof I used the same method
with plastic corrugated sheets and fine PECO track pins as that
described in NL 218 for the sides of the Long Shed. Photo 7
shows the road side. (See also Photos 3 and 5 in NL 218.) Note
that the textured sandstone has now been made up to the
bottom of the building. The round stove pipe chimney comes
from Invertrain Model Railways. I have kept the ribs of an old
umbrella for years as they are made from aluminium U section.
They are used for the gutters with end plates made from plastic
card and support brackets from 0.7mm brass rod soldered on.
The drainpipes use fittings from the S&D range with sections
of pipework made from 1/8in dia brass tube. The main problem
was forming the top bends to the gutter. In the end I made a
pattern of the shape from stiff garden wire which I used to shape
1/8in dia round plastic tube. The plastic tube was put into hot
water to make it pliable and then taken out (using pliers) for
shaping using the pattern and then plunged into cold water. It
took a few goes before I got the knack but it worked out well.
The right hand door has a Sankey Scenics BR Western sign.
Photo 8 overleaf (see also Photos 4 and 6 in NL 218) shows
the track side of the station completed with some Invertrain
roof finials in place. The canopy looks slightly out but I think it’s
the angle of the shot (see final paragraph below).

I purchased a PECO 7mm yard crane on impulse not realising
that it was mounted on a plinth. This wouldn’t work in the yard
and Photo 9 shows the area I had to cut out of the plinth which
will then enable the crane to be flush mounted at ground level

Photo 6

Photo 4

Photo 7

Photo 5
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in the yard. There is a central spindle which supports the crane
and goes 10mm into the baseboard.

Another on the spot purchase was a made up container of
unknown origin which hadn’t yet found a home. The Welshpool
had added all sorts of extra storage capacity at Llanfair
Caereinion and therefore it seemed that a modified container
could at last find a home. Photo 10 shows the addition of some
doors on what is the platform side. On the right hand end is

another door which allows access to a small
loading platform which has yet to be fixed down.

One of the most important tools in a modeller’s
tool box must be the digital camera. I take a lot of
shots from all different angles as work on the
layout progresses. They will show up very clearly

if things don’t look right and if things are not fixed down or
completed they can easily be corrected. This was how I found
that the canopy supports were not square/vertical and too long.
They had looked OK to me even when kneeling down and
looking at them at track level but close up pictures told a
different story. Photo 11 is a different view of the canopy from
photo 8 which seems to show that everything appears OK.

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Season’s Greetings
&

Best Wishes for a Productive 2017
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Blastpipe

We also Do Colour

Allan Ogden writes from Australia following the publication of
pictures of his black and white layout in NL 220 (p.38)

Dear Editor

I have just received my copy of ‘Narrow Lines’ 220. Thank you
for another two photos of mine in print . I thought I’d send you
another to show I do colour layouts too! This is ‘Glyn Halt’,  a
small 0-16.5 layout for exhibitions just 1m x 1.3m. It gets a lot
of attention when I take it out as does ‘Sparrow Hill’, the black
and white layout. As you can imagine there are not too many
UK outline Narrow Gauge layouts getting around down here.
The loco is scratch built on a Bachman frame with a PECO GVR
coach and a scratch built van based on the Corris van. I’ll admit
to being a bit of a Talyllyn fan - will get over there one day to
see it in real life.

Allan Ogden

An Award for Narrow Gauge

Steve Howe reports an exhibition success for his local Club.
Photograph by Trevor Jones, courtesy of Hornby Magazine

The Helston & Falmouth Model
Railway Club took their layout
‘Gweek North Quay’ ( see NL 201 –
‘Cornwall’s Forgotten Railway – The
Helford Valley Railway’) to the Great
Electric Train Show sponsored by
Hornby Magazine and held at the
British Motor Museum near Warwick
recently. The group’s members were
pleased to be awarded the ‘Best in
Show’ trophy.

This happened after the layout
appeared in the ‘Hornby Magazine’
earlier in 2016. The model was also
due to appear at the Warley
International Model Railway
Exhibition at the NEC in November.

The Club, which has its Clubrooms
at Gunwalloe just south of Helston
with around a dozen members, is one
of the longest established model
railway clubs in the country having been originally founded in Falmouth in 1951. ‘Gweek North Quay’ is just one of several
projects the group is working on and the Club always welcomes prospective members to its sessions on Wednesday and
Friday evenings. More information can be found at www.hfmrc.co.uk

Helston and Falmouth Model Railway Club members Howard Ward-Ure, Tony Bates & Ken
Hyland receive the award from Matt Taylor of Gaugemaster Ltd.
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‘Modelling Ports and Inland Waterways
A Guide for Railway Modellers’
David Wright
The Crowood Press Ltd, Ramsbury, Marlborough, SN8 2HR
(www.crowood.com)
192 pages 246x189mm, softback with glazed card covers. 360
colour photographs and 33 colour drawings
ISBN 9781785001673
RRP £18.99
Reviewed by Roger Jones with additional
comments from Peter Jackson

Modelling books from the Crowood Press have, I believe, a very
good reputation. This one looks at the modelling of ports, quays
and wharves both coastal and on inland waterways, not of
course solely in either 7mm/ft scale or narrow gauge. That
should not however put one off as there is both plenty of
prototype information and advice on modelling specialist aspects
of such locations. This is essentially a guide to the scenic aspects
of the country's rich heritage in the interface between land and
water-borne transport.

I have always liked quay or wharf scenes in models and the
examples included do really encourage one to have a go. The
modelled examples are a mixture of sample constructions and
layouts produced by other modellers, including some in 7mm/ft
narrow gauge, along with a wide range of suggested prototypes
illustrated by the author's own excellent drawings/sketches to
suggest how a completed scene might appear. These prototype
suggestions are widely-sourced and include railways of many
different types, including those serving large commercial ports.
The degree of information and suggestion varies widely as well.
Three modelling projects are then examined in more detail,
these perhaps inevitably focussing on small ports and canal
wharves. Completed layouts or dioramas are not shown,
however, but rather the approach taken for certain stages,
including planning.

The greatest focus of the book is on detailed prototype
information, with many clear and often very detailed
photographs from around Britain. The descriptions add more
of the 'whys and wherefores' and a myriad different types of
vessel get a chapter to themselves. Repeated advice to visit
and/or work from photographs of the chosen prototype or area
(especially if the prototype no longer exists) is clearly very
sensible in order to best capture the colours of one's selected
season and location.

Modelling advice focuses on water (and mud!) and the
quays/wharves themselves, together with some of the specialist
paraphernalia encountered. Pointers are given to items which
may be sourced from kits, for example, and those that will just
have to be scratch-built. The more ‘artistic’ parts of the advice
seem very valuable, not just in explaining how the desired effect
may be achieved but also in understanding how the original
comes about, allowing an appropriate approach to be taken.
This aspect of the book is not for those new to the subject.
One small quibble is that the author, no doubt due to being an
artist as well, describes the use of artist's oil paints for much of
his scenic work and I wonder if this is quite the right thing for
the target audience. It would also have been interesting to this

reviewer to have included more detail on the techniques of
scribing modelling clay for different purposes, an approach used
for many different purposes in the author's work.

The book is printed in colour throughout and there is a useful
listing of sources of further information and of some sources
for the more relevant modelling materials. If you are thinking
of incorporating such a scene or, indeed, building a layout
around water then this book would seem to be an essential
companion.

Additional comments from Peter Jackson

David Wright will be known to many members as a
demonstrator of his scenic skills at the Burton AGM. He has
written several other books on scenery and railway modelling.
I had expected more of a ‘modelling' book but, as Roger has
written above, this book is more a resource book for anyone
wanting to model ports and waterways. References to modelling
techniques are relatively limited. On modelling a dock, for
example, there is mention of using DAS clay where David simply
says that he scribed the clay, but nothing more such as whether
to scribe before or after the clay has set. There is a whole
chapter on modelling boats with a wealth of information and
photos, but only a passing mention of kits plus a text only
description of building a boat by Chris Peacock. However there
is not a single plan or drawing to help the modeller.

That apart, I found the book a fascinating read and an extremely
useful reference. If you are thinking about modelling any form
of port, canal or river scene, then I too would encourage you
to buy this book.

Book Review
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2016 Christmas Cards and 2017 Calendar

Samples of the 2016 Christmas cards from the Talyllyn Railway and the Welshpool & Llanfair Light Railway and of the 2017 calendar
from the Talyllyn Railway have been received. These are illustrated below.

Welshpool and Llanfair

This new card (card 1) is 148mm by 105mm and is based on a
specially commissioned painting by Jonathan Clay showing ‘The
Earl’ at Heniarth. Last year’s card (card 2), also by Jonathan Clay
and showing a train in The Narrows in Welshpool is also still
available.  The message inside each card is ‘With Best wishes
for Christmas and the New Year’ in both English and Welsh.
Cards cost £3 for 5, £5.50p for 12, £13.50p for 36 or £17.30p
for 50, any mixture of 1 and 2 and including postage. Cheques
shoud be payable to ‘W&L Sales’. Orders can be placed at
W&LLR Christmas Cards (7m), 12 Maes Gwyn, Llanfair
Caereinion. Powys, SY21 0BD. Details are also on the website
www.wllr.org.uk.

Talyllyn

The Christmas card (upper illustration) is 173mm by 118mm
with the greeting inside reading ‘With Best Wishes for
Christmas and the New Year’ in English and Welsh. They come
in packs of 5 complete with envelopes and are £3.50p per pack.

The calendar (lower illustration) is in an A4 folded landscape
format with the pictures at A4 size. All six of the railway’s team
engines are featured along with the Diesel No 5 and the
Ffestininog’s ‘Prince’ on a visit to Tywyn. The calendar also
includes tourist information and details of the railway’s activities.
It is available at £7 each.

Postage and packing costs an additional £3 per order.

Cards and calendars are available from The Railway Shop,
Talyllyn Railway, Wharf Station, Tywyn, Gwynedd, LL36 9EY.
Credit card orders can be taken over the phone on
01654 711012

Dorset 009 Society Members and Wessex Narrow Gauge Modellers
Open Day - Saturday 3rd December 2016 - 10.30 a.m. to 3.30 p.m.

Coleshill Memorial Hall, Canon Hill Road, Coleshill, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 2LR
Layouts, demonstrations, etc. - Entrance £3

Although this may appear to be primarily a 009 event, the Wessex Narrow Gauge Modellers group covers all the narrow
gauge modelling scales.
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Prototype Inspiration: Signals

David Mitchell has supplied these photographs of prototype signals on narrow gauge lines

The fixed distant (above) and the home (left) on the old Vale of Rheidol route
into Aberystwyth

(Above) the junction signal at St Johns on the Isle of Man Railway. One arm was
for Peel and the other for Ramsey.

(Left) The Cline Town down home - Cline Town is on the outskirts of Free Town
in Sierra Leone
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Isle of Man Railway - the Quarter Bridge down signal, photographed
in 1966. Quarter Bridge is a level crossing about a mile out of Douglas
on the Peel line and is by a road junction. The Douglas - Peel road
crosses the Laxey - Castletown road and it is a point on the TT course
The trackbed westwards which goes under the Peel road at Kirk
Bradden is now a single track road which provides an emergency road
across the TT course when the main roads are closed.

Howard Clarke Theme Trophy 2017

Thinking of entering the  Howard Clarke Theme Trophy competition at the 2017 AGM?
It’s for a locomotive fuelling point - steam or diesel.

The February ‘Narrow Lines’ will include some information on prototype locomotive fuelling arrangements to give you
some inspiration.
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Locosnstuff.co.uk borsig1958@gmail.com
12 Adelaide Road. Gillingham, Kent ME7 4NJ 01634 575081 before 8pm

Coming soon - Brigadelok loco, tender
and Brigadewagens (May/June)

Kerr Stuart Brazil - Available as Bowaters,
Export type, Trangkil No4 or Tamar  £225

All kits are suitable for
14 or 16.5mm gauge
and compensation is
built in. Complete

with wheels, gearbox
and motor

Kerr Stuart Wren (later type)  £160
The perfect contractors loco

Kerr Stuart Joffre - can be built as
any Joffre except AXE  £160

Pike Brothers (Furzebrook) end tipper
and runner wagons  £10 and £8

3 tippers 1 runner £30
5 tippers 1 runner £46

Chopper couplings, can be mounted
rigid or pivoting and sprung  £2 pair
Coming soon German WWI buffer

couplings £TBA

Small bits and bobs taken from
the kits available from £1.00

see website for details

Locos n Stuff 7mm Industrial and Narrow Gauge by Mark Clark

Now available Brigadelok £250,
Wasserwagen £45 and Brigadewagens £35

Feldbahn buffer/coupling £4 pair

Trent Valley Area Group - Mickleover Open Day - January 21st 2017 - 10am-4pm
New Venue

Our Lady of Lourdes Parish Centre, 36 Uttoxeter Road, Mickleover, DERBY, DE3 9GE

Pictures from an Exhibition

Peter Jackson took these two photos at the exhibition held
at Street in Somerset in September 2016. Track plans for both
layouts will be found on page 122 of the recent ‘PECO Guide to
Modelling Narrow Gauge Railways’.

(Above) ‘Crackington Quay’, built by Roy Parkes and shown by Barry
Baker.

(Left) ‘Avalon Brickworks’ built as ‘United Brick and Clay Works’ by
Julian Andrews and shown by Howard Martin.
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ACCURATE INFORMATION FOR FINE MODELBUILDING

SUBSCRIPTION
6 issues per

year
U.S. $40 • Canada $45 • Overseas $55 (U.S.
funds only)

VISA & MasterCard orders call: U.S. 1-800-545-4102 • Foreign 408-
428-0840

7mm Narrow Gauge Association Sales
Modelling Goods  **  Publications

Secondhand  **  On30 Depot

For more details see the website, look in ‘Narrow
News’, or contact the Sales Officers (see page 21)

New modelling goods and publications now post free to
members

Minimum Gauge Models
Etched 15” Minimum Gauge Models.  In O9, Gn15 & Other Scales

www.mgmodels.co.uk allen@mgmodels.co.uk

Stackable Work Tray and Drawer Units
(Compatible with existing Work Trays)

Work Tray £25 Drawer Units £35 each
Offer – Work Tray & 1 Drawer Unit £55

Please see www.graingeandhodder.co.uk for standard sizes
Contact sales@graingeandhodder.com for custom quotes

For full pricelist, see website or send a S.A.E to
Minimum Gauge Models

63 Church Street, Halesowen, West Midlands, B62 9LQ
We can accept payment via PayPal or Cheque.
Please make Cheques payable to “Allen Law”.

Please Note: £2.50 P&P for all orders.
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Chairman’s Chat  
 
Welcome to the December edition of Narrow News and Narrow Lines, I'm sure you will find Narrow Lines 
interesting this month. 
 
In this issue you will find a credit card scale rule as a gift for you.   We have produced these for each 
member and I do hope you will find it useful.   The card features two scales, 7mm to the ft and the American 
1/4” to the ft.  It has a range of scale items for comparison with modelling items as well as the normal scale 
rule.  
 
There will be a particularly significant show in the early spring – the 25th and final Narrow Gauge South West 
will be held in Shepton Mallet on Saturday the 18th of February.   This event has throughout its life been 
organised by the Small and Delightful Railway Group but sadly the years are passing and they have decided 
that this year will be their last.   However they are planning to go out with a bang and I am informed that 
over 75 layouts have been invited so it is definitely a date for your diary.   I would like to pass my best wishes 
to all of the organising team.   The Association will have its usual large stand at the show.  
  
Before that, of course, is the Trent Valley Group open day in Mickleover on the 21st of January to which 
everyone is welcome, pleased check the details elsewhere in Narrow News or on our website as it is at a 
new venue.   I hope to see many of you again at one of these shows.    
  
Best wishes for Christmas and the New Year.  
 
Neil Smith. 
chairman@7mmnga.org.uk. 
 

 
 
An appeal for assistance from the Competitions Steward. 
 
Members may recall that, through the generosity of a fellow modeller of the American scene, Richard Coney 
has obtained a genuine track spike from an American NG Railroad for use as the centrepiece of a new 
Trophy for the American Outline class, initiated at the 2016 AGM. 
 
The spike is 6in long by about 1/2in square, except at the head which is about 3/4in by 1in. 
It has been suggested that the spike would look well mounted in a block of clear, acrylic, resin and mounted 
on a base and that idea has found favour with the Committee. 
 
An approach to a company that produces acrylic trophies and so on in production runs has produced an 
estimate for the cost of a one off trophy that is far in excess of what the Committee consider reasonable. 
Therefore, I would like to appeal to the membership to find out whether anyone has either, the skills and 
means to produce a quality trophy themselves or, contact with an organisation I might talk to about a one off 
casting job. 
 
Please contact Adrian Gray using competitions@7mmnga.org.uk to discuss this further. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Adrian Gray 
Competitions Steward 
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AREA GROUPS 
 
Bristol, Bath Area Narrow Gaugers (BBANGERS) 
 
For those interested in narrow gauge railway modelling, and live in the Southwest, the first meeting has been held so 
please contact Paul Davis at pd007h1053@blueyonder.co.uk for the latest information if you love locally.  
 
East Anglia Narrow Gauge Model Railway Group 
 
Meetings monthly at March Railway Station. For latest dates contact eangmrg@modelcollectors.co.uk Narrow Gauge 
for all sizes, building layouts for pleasure and for members to bring along their own work to show & share. 
 
Exeter GOG NG 
 
We meet in the village of Whimple near Exeter, (close to the M5 and A30/303 dual carriageway) normally twice a 
month.  The Exeter Gauge 0 Group is a Gauge 0 Guild Associated Group and 7mm NGA Area Group as well.   
Details of dates etc on our Website:  http://www.exeter-gog.net/  Email:  Exeter.gog@gmail.com   Phone:  07817 
244001 
 
Lincolnshire Area Group  
 
The Group meets every third Saturday of the month from 1030 am until 1230 pm, at the Festival Hall, Market Rasen. All 
those with an interest in narrow gauge modelling and prototype railways are most welcome, and for more information 
please contact Ron Houghton, at publications@7mmnga.org.uk or phone 01472 399384." 
 
M5-M50 Narrow Gauge Modellers 
 
We hold monthly meetings on the last Monday of each month (except December) at Twyning Village Hall just off 
Junction 1 of the M50 close to the M5 from 7:30 to 10pm.  The hall postcode is GL20 6DG.  We have a variety of test 
tracks with gauges 9mm, 14, 16.5 and 21mm plus 32mm for our 16mm modellers.  £2 with free refreshments, come 
along and bring some of your models to run or just chat!   Next meeting is 30th January 217. 
 
Advance notice: our show is on 7 October 2017 in Tewkesbury School – 300 yards from junction 9 on the M5. 
 
Contact Nic Wheatley at nicwheatley53@gmail.com or 01242 572199 or your Chairman. 
 
Northampton & District Narrow Gauge Modellers 
 
Peter Blay, 33 Newbold Road, Rugby CV21 2ND home tel: 01788 579744 mobile 07815 8522363, e-mail 
peter@qehsystems.co.uk  Next meetings 15th December and 19th January (both venues to be advised).  Contact us for a 
friendly welcome to one of our meetings: it is requested that members indicate their intention to attend or otherwise, 
so that we can cater accordingly.  
 
Norfolk and Suffolk Narrow Gauge Model Railway Group. 
 
Meets approximately 1st Monday of every month at Barsham village hall NR34 8HA 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm. Barsham is 3 
miles east of Beccles on B1062. For more details contact richarddoe@btopenworld.com 
 
South Downs   
 
A diverse group of modellers with an interest in NG railways. We dabble in many scale/gauges combinations from “N” 
gauge to 16mm scale narrow gauge - although, and of course, 7mm to the foot (or thereabouts!) is the most important! 
Our membership is drawn from Sussex and Hampshire (associate members live as far away as Berkshire & Lincs!). We 
are especially keen to welcome into our fold any member living in that geographical area. 
Meetings rotate either around member’s homes usually on the first Wednesday of the month. Our evenings comprise of 
chat, DVD’s, operating sessions, etc plus the all important food and drink. 
We have our own newsletter Sentinel plus our website at http://swing.model-railway.org.uk/index.php 
Although a relatively small group we are none the less a very active one, providing a 7mm NGA presence at exhibitions 
in the south. As well as exhibiting personal layouts we have our own layout, Hurlstone. We have regular trips and 
holidays around the UK and abroad to visit heritage lines, prototype locations and exhibitions. 
More members are always welcome - contact the group group.downs@7mmnga.org.uk 
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Surrey Area Group     http://surrey.7mmnga.org.uk 
 
We are a large group, with more than 20 active members. Although named the Surrey Area Group, we also draw 
members from South London, Sussex and Kent who find our meeting venues easily accessible. We normally meet on 
the third Friday or Saturday of the month at members’ houses. These meetings can range from just a chit chat to slide 
shows, modelling demonstrations and operating member's layouts. All meetings come with tea and coffee and a friendly 
chat.  
Some meetings can be very popular and all meetings require members to let the host know in advance. 
 
We have several exhibition layouts within the group and attend shows with these layouts and with an Association stand, 
including publications. We are also known for helping out on 7mm Narrow Gauge Association stands at some of the 
bigger shows and narrow gauge events in the South. This year we are planning two operating/modelling days in a village 
hall. These are all day events and members bring what they are working on, a demonstration or a layout to operate. 
These have proven to be popular in the past and we are hoping this continues. 
 
We have our own group newsletter “Surrey Times” which is produced monthly, including a diary dates section for 
events in which the group has an active involvement. 
 
For more details on the group, see our web page above, or the group email address group.surrey@7mmnga.org.uk, or 
write to us care of Alan Rogers, 2 Sunstone Grove, Merstham, Surrey RH1 3PR. 
 
Trent Valley Group 
 
Monthly meetings held on the third Thursday of every month at the Brunswick Inn, 1 Railway Terrace, Derby DE1 2RU 
Contact Tim Allsopp 01332 368111 e-mail timallsopp@yahoo.co.uk 
 
Wessex Area Group 
 
Members of the group contributed to the first Wiltshire 009 Group 'Skills Day' in Pewsey in August, demonstrating the 
making of baseboards, track, couplings, structures and whitemetal soldering among other things. What a diversely skilled 
group we are! Join us for a natter on the second Tuesday of every other month at The Barleycorn Inn, Collingbourne 
Kingston, Wiltshire SN8 3SD between 8 and 10pm. Our last meet of the year is 8th November, and running tracks are 
usually available in 14, 16.5 and 33mm gauges (DC/DCC). Contact David Hughes 07786 411829. 

 
West Midlands Area Group 
 
Contact Allen Law, meetings about once a month, usually on Sundays from 10:30   am  Tel: 07812 189037. 
west.midlands@7mmnga.org.uk      http://andertonon30.blogspot,com 
 
Yorkshire Area group 
 
Monthly Daylight Meeting on second Wednesdays at noon in Bradford; contact David Charlesworth, 
members@7mmnga.org.uk or 01274 787150 (evenings only).  
 
NGRS Yorkshire Area monthly meetings at Meanwood Valley Urban Farm, Sugarwell Road, Leeds LS7 2QG  Next ones 
are 1st December and 5th January. 
 

Can contacts in Area groups please keep me up to date with next meeting details please  
 

= = = = = = = = = = 
 
Can you help? 
 
Are you keen to see 7mm narrow gauge modeling develop? Have you considered being more involved on 
the committee?  There are opportunities for specific projects or members without portfolio. If interested 
please contact our Chairman. 
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Trade News – November 2016 – Adrian Gray 
 
Expo NG at the end of October was, frankly, disappointing and, had it not been for the opportunity to 
enjoy the usual natter with friends and colleagues, I would have been out of the hall well before lunch 
time.  There seemed to be rather fewer layouts than in previous years and several of those on display 
were of only modest size.  The examples in 7mm scale, or thereabouts, were decidedly thin on the 
ground.  To add to my disappointment, several traders whose attendance had been advertised were 
absent on the day; we must respect ill-health and so on but empty tables do not make an exhibition. 
Even amongst the traders who were present, there was little news of new products, with some 
exceptions. 
 

Aubertrain  Tel +33685074503  oeissat@aubertrain.com   www.aubertrain.com 
This was the second or third year that this French manufacturer of an enormous range of kits and 
accessories, in both HO and O scales has exhibited at Swanley.  Kits and bits are made in laser cut and 
turned wood, machined and etched brass, whitemetal and in plastics.  A visit to the website – go to 
accessories – will have you entranced for hours.  In our scale there were some exquisite barrels and 
casks in several sizes, in both wood and whitemetal that caught my eye as wagon loads.  Elsewhere is a 
bewildering range of laser cut wood kits for carts, furniture and other scenic details.  Even allowing for 
exchange rates the prices of most items I looked at were very reasonable and, if I had not already got 
too many little boxes full of ‘useful accessories’ I could have happily spent a significant sum of money. 
 
Avalon Line (Howard Martin), 11 Hood Close, Glastonbury, Somerset BA6 8ES  
howardmartin@supanet.com   www.theavalonline.com  All orders £3.50 P&P in the 
UK, overseas at cost.  Also available through Association Sales for credit card 
purchases. 
Howard was looking better than he has for several years, though his engagement with the NHS is by no 
means over yet.  Displayed on the stand were pre-production, 3D printed bodies and tenders for Bure 
Valley locos Wroxham Broad and Mark Timothy that will use the Farish 4MT 2-6-4 chassis.  These kits, 
priced around £185, might be available before Christmas.  If not, they will certainly be available at the 
Small & Delightful show in February. 
Farish promise a 2MT 2-6-2 loco in the New Year and as soon as this is available a kit for the BVR John 
‘O Gaunt will follow; release is planned for Shepton.  
 
Locos n Stuff (Mark Clark) 12, Adelade Road, Gillingham, Kent ME7 4NJ  01634 
575081 (before 8pm)  borsig1958@gmail.com  www.locosnstuff.co.uk 
Mark reports that the Brigadelok and associated wagons have sold well, which is encouraging.  Other 
loco kits are under development but details are embargoed for the time being!  Having recently invested 
in a 3D printer Mark is experimenting with producing various components using this technology.  
Samples of sides for the brigadewagen were on display, including some in plastics than can be joined 
using familiar solvents.  I came away with a little kit for a water tower, based upon one at the Tanfield 
Railway that will be built and reviewed in Narrow Lines in due course. 
 

WJVintage, 29 Wood Road, Kings Cliffe, Peterborough PE8 6XF  Telephone:   07711 
092497 Email:  wjvintage@outlook.com  http://www.wjvintage.co.uk/ 
I am indebted to James Corsi for drawing my attention to this website.  Although it deals mainly with 
coarse scale Gauge O, visiting the website and clicking on Accessories, then Buildings, will reveal a 
modest, but interesting, range of 1920s/30s style domestic buildings available as pre-printed card kits.  
Apparently the kits are sourced from India, though the subjects are absolutely typical of UK designs, and 
this may account for the very reasonable prices.  Buy soon, before exchange rates push the prices up! 
 
 
Smallbrook Studio 
 
Owing to a missed deadline Smallbrook Studio’s advertisement for the current Narrow Lines failed to 
appear. However we can confirm that Michael Rayner and Smallbrook Studios are very much in business. 
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Second Hand Sales List 
Sales Officer Bob Cope 7 Elter Close Rugby CV21 1JD 01788 333638 

Note on Couplings 
nc No couplings: kd Kadees: tl Tension Lock: stl Small Tension Lock: s Simplex:  

3l 3 Link: s&w Sprat & Winkle: c Chopper: h&b Hook & Bar mag magnetic 
 

																																																				Locos      
                                                

5486 4mm Lima 4 wheel Diesel  £15.00 
5487 O 16.5 Kit Bashed Centre Cab Diesel h&b £25.00 
5488 O 16.5 Kit Bashed Centre Cab Diesel nc £25.00 
6167 O 16.5 Kit Bashed 4W Diesel with Lima chassis kd £35.00 
6435 O 16.5 Hornby  08 Converted to O 16.5 tl £45.00 
6465 O 16.5 Wrightlines W299 Chassis Kit for Peco OL2 (needs motor) £33.00 
6633 O 16.5 Smallbrook 

Studios 
'Juno' Kit & Hornby chassis £39.00 

6664 O 16.5 Kit Bashed W/lines VB based tram loco & Spud £40.00 
6747 O 16.5 Scratch Built Centre cab Diesel 0-4-0 Tyco chassis kd £50.00 
6831 O 16.5 Scratch Built 'Tom Rolt' Plasticard/Brass Body Mehano Chassis £50.00 
6832 O 16.5 Peco Hunslet + Branchlines chassis £88.00 
6833 O 16.5 Agenoria Port Class Hunslet Kit £81.00 
6834 O 16.5 Stephen Poole GVT Tram Loco Sir Theodore Body Only £28.00 
6835 O 16.5 Agenoria SC4 Port Class Hunslet Kit £81.00 
6836 O 16.5 Agenoria SC4 Port Class Hunslet Kit £81.00 
6837 O 16.5 Dorset Models SDK-W4 W+L Earl and Countess Loco Kit  £180.00 
6838 O 16.5 Roy Link/A 

Gibson 
L&B 'Lew' Kit  £140.00 

6839 O 16.5 Peco Hunslet + Branchlines chassis started £88.00 
 
 
 

6841 O 16.5 Branchlines 0-4-0T Barclay 'Peacock' started £67.00 
6851 7mm High Level Fly shunter Kit with motor £35.00 

Coaches 
 

4352 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel coach £8.00 
4581 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel coach (Bug Box type) stl £4.00 
4582 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel coach (Bug Box type) £4.00 
4583 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel coach (Bug Box type) £4.00 
4587 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel coach (Bug Box type) stl £4.00 
5861 0 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel open coach TL £5.00 
6473 O 16.5 Peco 4 Wheel Coach Green & Yellow £14.00 
6557 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel swb coach kds £10.00 
6697 O 16.5 Port Wynnstay 4 wheel coach (Bug Box type) £14.00 
6700 O 16.5 Mercian Quarrymans coach kit £17.00 

 
Wagons 

 
4143 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel open wagon £6.00 
4203 O 16.5 Scratchbuilt Permanent way short flat wagon 3l £3.00 
4212 O 16.5 DJH 4 wheel open wagon white metal h&c £5.00 
4217 O 16.5 DJH 4 wheel low side open wagon white metal h&c £5.00 
4341 O 16.5 Scratch Built Bogie open wagon + coal load sw £7.00 
4353 O 16.5 Scratch Built Cattle Wagon £5.00 
5325 O 16.5 Peco Bolster Wagon W/M  £6.00 

5879 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel open wagon KD/TL £7.50 
6217 O 16.5 Scratch Built Wagon Round ends Peco chassis £6.50 
6225 O 16.5 Scratch Built LWB veranda goods/brake van kds  £12.00 
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6376 O 16.5 Blackberry Way Open Wagon kd £7.00 
6386 O 16.5 Scratch Built Open Wagon nc £5.00 
6443 O 16.5 Scratch Built Small Wagon with Pipe £7.00 
6445 O 16.5 Scratch Built Small Wagon with Block £7.00 
6447 O 16.5 Scratch Built LWB Wagon with 3 Pipes 3l £8.00 
6449 O 16.5 Scratch Built LWB Wagon with Tank £8.00 
6450 O 16.5 Scratch Built LWB Open Wagon £7.00 
6529 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel open wagon high side+ tarpaulin £9.00 
6530 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel open wagon + tarpaulin kds £8.50 
6531 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel open wagon + tarpaulin kds £8.50 
6532 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel open wagon + tarpaulin kds  £8.50 
6536 O 16.5 Scratch Built 6 wheel cleminson open wagon tl + coal load £11.00 
6577 O 16.5 Scratch Built Bogie flat wagon kds £12.00 
6579 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 wheel open wagon with ballast load £7.00 
6583 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4 w pitch roof wagon with diode controlled rear light kd £12.00 
6723 O 16.5 Peco W/m mineral wagon + coal load stl £5.50 
6767 O 16.5 Peco 4 wheel pitched roof van £9.00 
6779 O 16.5 Peco w/m 2 ton bolster wagon nc £8.00 
6780 O 16.5 Peco w/m 2 ton bolster wagon nc £8.00 
6781 O 16.5 Peco w/m 2 ton bolster wagon nc £8.00 
6782 O 16.5 Peco Slate Wagon kd £8.00 
6783 O 16.5 Peco Slate Wagon kd £8.00 
6840 O 16.5 Peco OR25 Box Van Kit £10.00 

 
 

Howard Clark’s Items – Locos 
 

21 O 16.5 Scratch Built 2-8-2T £150.00 
22 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4-6-2 £150.00 
26 O 16.5 Scratch Built 2-8-0 £150.00 
27 O 16.5 Scratch Built 2-8-4T £150.00 

 
Coaches – all  Sold Out 

 
Wagons 

 
41 O 16.5 Scratch Built 4W Van £15.00 
57 O 16.5 Nepal Govt. 4W Round End Open Wagon    £10.00 
81 O 16.5 Scratch Built Bogie Bulk Nut Wagon    £25.00 
85 O 16.5 Scratch Built Dropside Open Sheeted   £12.00 
92 O 16.5 Scratch Built Bogie Dropside Open Sheeted £25.00 
100 O 16.5 Scratch Built Bogie Bulk Nut Wagon £25.00 
104 O 16.5 Lima Rebuild Bogie Scrap Metal Open £20.00 
112 O 16.5 Parkside Bogie Open Ore Wagon    £20.00 
126 O 16.5 Lima Rebuild  Bogie High Side Open    £20.00 
170 O 16.5 Scratch Built Chlorine Gas Car £20.00 
189 O 16.5 Scratch Built 20’ Bogie Stake Car Loaded £20.00 
194 O 16.5 Chivers Rebuild Bogie Bolster £18.00 
207 O 16.5 Scratch Built Bogie Fuel Tank Car £20.00 
248 O 16.5 Scratch Built Bogie Sheeted Wagon £25.00 
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This list is as up to date as possible (10/11/16) but will change daily and 
Bradford Members Open Day is two days after the above deadline date. 
  
Please contact me for other items. 
 
WILL THE GENTLEMAN WHO CONTACTED ME SOME WEEKS AGO ABOUT BUYING FOUR SMALL 
COACHES PLEASE CONTACT ME.  I HAVE THE COACHES BUT HAVE LOST THE PIECE OF PAPER 
WITH HIS NAME ON.  THIS IS WHAT COMES OF TURNING 72 OR COULD IT BE THE DRINK!! 

 
 

On30 Depot Sales List 
 

Please note, stock will change without prior notice, so ring or e-mail for availability. All items are Bachmann On30 and 
run on 16.5mm track, unless stated otherwise. Photos of items will be posted on the On30 Depot website. 
http://7mmnga.org.uk/On30Depot/ . 
 
Please Note: Having attended several shows recently and with the continued success of the On30 Depot Sales List 
on the Association’s website, we are always looking to buy new stock. If you have any surplus On30/On3 items you 
would like to dispose of, we would be interested to hear from you and can promise you a fair price. 
 

Locomotives 
1411 0-4-2 Porter Steam Locomotive – Tioga Lumber. DCC and sound. Mint and boxed. £150.00 
1413 0-4-0 Porter Steam Locomotive – Greenbrier. DC. Original box. Very good condition. £60.00 
1414 Rail Bus and Trailer – Green. Greenbrier Red Run. DCC. Very good condition. 1 step repaired. £115.00 
1419 4-4-0 "American" Inside Frame Tender Loco. DCC. Mint and boxed. All accessories. £120.00 
1420 0-4-2 Porter Steam Locomotive. Midwest Quarry. DC. Original box. Very good condition. £60.00 
1507 0-4-2 Porter Steam Locomotive. DCC Sound. No road name. Gold & White pinstripes. £150.00 
1516 0-4-2 Porter Steam Locomotive. DCC Sound. Weathered black and named. Original Box. £135.00 
1517 Climax Loco. Wood cab. Weathered black. DCC. Original box. Good runner. Ask for picture. £125.00 
1518 4-4-0 "American" Inside Frame Tender Loco. DCC Weathered and lettered. Ask for picture. £115.00 
1520 Davenport Gas Mechanical. Green. DCC. Customised, weathered & lettered. Ask for 

picture. 
£75.00 

1522 Climax Loco. Wood cab. DC. Appears as new. Mint and boxed. Decoder fitted for extra. £130.00 
1523 4-4-0 "American" Inside Frame Tender Loco. DCC. Mint and boxed. All accessories. £120.00 

 
Freight & Passenger Cars 

1455-
1461 

2-Bay Steel Hopper Car - East Broad Top. Black. Sold in pairs. Mint and boxed. 6 pairs available. £50.00 

1475 2-Bay Steel Hopper Car – Midwest Quarry. Sold in pairs. Mint and boxed. £50.00 
1476 2-Bay Steel Hopper Car – Midwest Quarry. Sold in pairs. Mint and boxed. £50.00 
1481 Bachmann Tank Car – Lettered “Associated”. Mint and boxed. £26.00 

 
Rip Track – Projects requiring attention – Ring or e-mail for more details 

1515 Caboose with lighted interior. Red. Unboxed. Needs Grandt Line handrails, Kadee couplers 
and ladders. See New Modelling Goods! 

£24.00 

 
Miscellaneous 

1170 PSC Early C16 Cab Kit. Plastic. Easy assembly. Just add plasticard roof £15.00 
1432 HO Scale Porter Hustler Diesel Locomotive. DC. Just add On30 wood, plastic or resin cab! £18.00 
1435 Walthers HO EMD GP9M Diesel Locomotive. DC. Mint and boxed. Ripe for conversion. £40.00 
1527 Banta All Weather Laser Cut Wood Cab – Climax. Sealed package. Unstarted kit. £15.00 
1529 Scratchbuilt Bo Bo Diesel on ConCor chassis. DC. Yellow. Painted, lettered, crew. Runs well. £30.00 
1531 Scratchbuilt Bo Bo Diesel on Lifelike chassis. DC. Yellow. Painted, lettered, crew, lights. Nice.  £30.00 

 
A 10% discount off the above prices will be given to current members of the Association. For mail order sales we can 
check the Membership Database. For sales at shows we are attending, you must present a current Membership Card 
to qualify for the discount – No exceptions! No card, no discount! 
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All locos are tested and prices reflect how well they run. “Rip Track” items will require fettling or repairs. Defects 
may only be cosmetic, e.g. loco cab steps broken, whistle, etc. missing. The fault may affect the running, e.g. split gears 
on locos. Some will be “projects”, requiring repair, or repainting, but this will be made clear before sale. These are an 
opportunity for the more experienced modellers, those with a tighter budget, or those who relish a challenge, to 
acquire locos and rolling stock at greatly reduced prices.  
 
Further details and photos can be provided on request. All models will be sent via Royal Mail unless stated otherwise. 
Postage will be charged extra at cost, with a choice of rates. List correct at 19th September 2016.  
 
Contact: Richard Coney, 1 St Peters Close, Eastcote, Ruislip, Middlesex. HA4 9JT.  
E-Mail: on30depot@7mmnga.org.uk . Telephone: 020 8429 3761 or 07817 071 092. (No later than 9:30pm please). 

 
 

*  *  * 
 
MEMBERS SMALL ADS – WANTED 
 
Jim is still wanting a small, lightweight portable layout. maximum size 4’6” x3’0”. Roundy-roundy preferred but folding 
end-to-end considered.   Jim Worner     01423 862971 or jworner@totalise.co.uk  
 
Wrightlines complete chassis or similar for Dolgoch 0-4-0t. If wheels, motor and gear box are available so much the 
better. Any Irish O-16.5 locomotives and rolling stock.  Keith Stratford tel: 00353.86.806.45.42 or email  cbl@nep.ie 
 
Wanted: Mikes Models Tibetan water columns. They have two legs, one in doublet and hose, the other a wooden peg 
leg. The spouts are dragon’s heads   Frank Sharp 1971, frank.j.sharp@btinternet.com or 01422823753 
 
Wanted: Chivers  4-6-0T Hunslet Loco or Wrightlines  Baldwin Loco or something similar. Made up or a kit. I am 
looking for a couple of generic locos for a new project. John Holland tel. 01456 459335  johnm.holland@btinternet.com 
 
 
 
MEMBERS SMALL ADS – FOR SALE 
 
 
Exhibition Layouts for Sale:  
The well known layout of Stoney Middleton (refer You Tube) is available. It now has five boards and could be split into 
two layouts. 
A complete unit is offered that comes with full lighting rig, wiring diagram book etc. etc. Adequate rolling stock is 
available as a separate deal. Offers in the region of £500 are acceptable. A delivery service is available to purchaser as 
long as they are on UK mainland. For further information please contact Tom Snook Tel: 01747 86177, Email 
Tom@Freewinds.co.uk.  
 
Also for sale: Calstock Cotehele is a rural layout based in the days of copper mining in the Tamar Valley. This layout has 
been reduced to three boards that can be transported in a large hatchback or an estate car. Set up it measures 12 feet 
by 2.5 feet. Like The Stoney Middleton one, above, it can be fashioned to meet new owners requirements. Rolling stock 
is also available. Price £500 ono  Please contact Tom Snook 01747 861861977 
 
0-16.5 / ON30 items for sale.  Wrightlines stock and loco kits as well as complete locos. Agenoria complete Manning 
Wardle Jubilee kit SL2 as well as lots of resin steam and diesels. Also, Rags to Riches, Stoney Creek and Mount Blue 
Models building kits together with resin 0-16.5 size Faller workshop building kits. There are also various small roundy 
layouts in 0-16.5 and a 1:35th round workshop layout with stock. Blackstone HOn3 2-8-2 K27 with wagons, track and 
points.   Please email Handy12@tiscali.co.uk for details or ring 01323-442842. Andy Spooner 
Wrightlines kits for sale. Rustons, Marshal, Simplex, Hunslet, Talesin, Edward Thomas and many more. Also George 
England with tender, built and Agenoria Manning Wardle kit. Rare Wrightlines Model A Ford van. Various small scenic 
layouts as well. Contact Andy on handy12@tiscali.co.uk 

Disposing of Lansdowne Green (a module, part of once famous Cottesmore layout). Consists of two boards 42” x 22”. 
Part of 7mm NGA modeling history. Free to good home, but needs some TLC. Comes with controls. Buyer collects or 
arrangements made if interested by carrier as layout is in the Highlands of Scotland.   
Roy Thurston (member no 14) 01320 366438 or jenroyinscotland@aol.com  
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A complete set of ‘Narrow Lines’ magazines except for issues nos 11 -22. Also there are most Association Handbooks 
and other publications together with numerous other useful items. These are for sale due to my having to give up 
railway modelling. For full details of what is available and to discuss prices and delivery, please give me a call on 01507 
524546. Thank you. Jeff Colledge. email is jcolledge@supanet.com 
 
Compact 0-16.5mm, 7mm scale British outline narrow gauge railway layout. Consists of central board nominally 54” by 
22” with a small station, goods yard, engine shed, sheep pen etc. and plenty of points for interesting shunting 
movements. It has fiddleyards at each end, both with a combined traverser/turntable. Manual points - wire in tube. 
Layout designed for DC operation and wired accordingly with mimic panel. Operates well. Bought from a member, I 
intended to freshen up the rather “tired” buildings, scenery and free-standing legs, to use it on the Association’s Sales 
Stand at exhibitions. However, my ongoing On30 modular layout keeps growing and I therefore need the space. More 
information and photos on request. My details are on the On30 Depot sales page. Asking £150.00 for the lot, or an 
exchange for On30 rolling stock or structure kits. Richard Coney 
 
 
Quite a few have been successful through these small ads recently, please let me know if you want your ad removing otherwise I 
will continue to run it. 
 
 
 
 
White metal bogies 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Scale Card 
 
In this mailing you will find a credit card sized Scale Card. This has been produced by the Association for 
members. It can be carried in your wallet and is useful for assessing the suitability of items for use on your 
layout. It is designed for use by both 7mm and 1/4 in modellers and is printed on a hard wearing card. 
 
Back Issues of Narrow Gauge World 
 
If any member wants to complete their collection, please contact the Sales Officer (Publications) stating which issues 
they require. A more-or-less complete run is currently available. Prices will depend on the number bought but could be 
as little as £1.50 per issue. 
Roger Jones, Sales Officer (Publications), 5 Link Hill, Storrington, PULBOROUGH, RH20 4LS books@7mmnga.org.uk 
 
 

Modelling Goods sales have been able to obtain a 
supply of white metal bogie chassis parts ands as 
they are white metal, the bogies do have a nice 
weighty feel to them.   We are offering these for 
sale made up and ready to run.   The chassis has 
one side of the bolster superglued to the side 
frame and the other side bolted so that it can be 
opened and the wheels removed.   As standard the 
bogies are fitted with Kadee 10.5 mm diameter 
wheels with the option of Kadee 9.6mm wheels or 
Alan Gibson 10.5 or 12 mm wheels.   The price is 
£15.00 to non-members or £13.50 to members.   
Bogies in ready to run form can be purchased 
from our sales stand or ordered by mail order; 
P&P will be free to members and £1 for non-
members.   The bogies can also be had as a kit for 
the same price or the bogie chassis alone can be 
had for £10.00 to non-members or £9.00 to 
members. 
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The Furzebrook Railway 
 
A new boo, The Furzebrook Railway by Chris Legg is due at the beginning of November and is a 
complement to his Fayle's Tramways. The new title tells the story of Pike Bros narrow gauge railway on 
the Isle of Purbeck and contained many superb photographs, often not published before. It also recounts 
Pike's maritime activities, taking clay down river to Poole Harbour. 
 
The book is in hardback and has 208 pages with 287 illustrations. It retails at £28 and will be available direct 
from Twelveheads Press, by post or on-line, or from good bookshops. 
Twelveheads Press 2 Woodside Cottages, Chacewater, Truro TR4 8LP www.twelveheads.com 
 
 
 
 

DIARY OF EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS OF POSSIBLE INTEREST TO MEMBERS 
 
December 3rd Dorset Open Day: at Colehill, near Wimborne.  We can trace no further details. Not on UK Model 
Directory. Can anyone e-mail 'shows@7mmnga.org.uk' with details? 
 
December 3rd European Railways Association: The H Suite,100 Inknield Port Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham B16 
0AA. 10.30-4.00, Adults £7, Children £2 Family £15. All European Railways with two HOe layouts 'Betsdorf' (Austrian), 
'Beaulieu Les Mines' (Belgian). No 7mm or On30 listed but unusual in all continental. 
 
December 3rd & 4th  Manchester Model Railway Society: The Barnes Wallace Building, Altringham Street, 
Manchester M1 7JR. Cross the road from Piccadilly and look for the queue. Barnes Wallace Building is where MMRS 
originally listed the 2016 show but used the smaller Reynalds Building. Hopefully this year you'll be able to breathe! Sat 
10.00-5.30, Sun 10.00-4.30, Adults £8, Family£16. Only one 7mm narrow gauge, 'The End of the Line', this is the one with 
the radio controlled lorries. 
 
December 10th  & 11th  Friends of the Model Show, Poynton: Poynton Leisure Centre, Yew Tree Lane, 
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1PU. Sat 10.00-5.00, Sun 10.00 to 4.30 Adults £6, Children £4, Family £15.  This isn't a model 
railway show but a general modelling show, so a chance to see how other disciplines do it. Frank Sharp with the 
Association promotional stand. Good web site, Google 'The Model Show' 
 
December 27th  Keighley MRC Open Day: South Street, Keighley, BD21 1SY 10:00 – 16:30. £3. Wrose Village. Test 
track will take anything from N to G, come and run your latest creation or Christmas box. Worth coming for the local scout 
group's mothers' cooking!!! 
 
December 31st  West Camel Model Railway Society: Davis Hall, Howell Hill, West Camel, Yeovil, BA22 7QZ. 
10.00 - 3.30, Adults £3 Children £1. No narrow gauge listed but the society has started a O-16.5 layout, so if you are local 
and interested go along. 
 
2017 
 
January 15th  Weston Hospice MRE: The Campus, Highlands Lane, Locking Castle, Weston Super Mare, BS24 7DX, 
10.00-4.30, Adults £ 6.50, Concessions £6, Children £2, Family £15. Quite a number of layouts listed including, Hergest, 
O-16.5; Redwood On30; St. Brayden 7mm NG and several 009 layouts. 
 

January 21st Trent Valley Annual Open Day: Our Lady of Lourdes Parish Centre, 36 Uttoxeter Road, Mickleover 
DE3 9GE. NOTE, THIS IS NOT THE VENUE USED IN PREVIOUS YEARS. It is the other side of 
the roundabout, behind the petrol station. This venue has its own parking not sharing with the library or 
shoppers.10.00-4.00, Adults £4. Bring something to run or show. If you have a layout contact the organisers first.  
 
This event should see the first public viewing of the replacement to our Henmore layout which had been featured in 
both Narrow Lines and Railway Modeller. After sustaining some damage at the York show, it was agreed to scrap it and 
start again - whilst the planning was a long and slow process, we have now reached a point where we would like to 
share its development with our visitors. 
FULL ASSOCIATION SALES, SECOND HAND AND On30 DEPOT. 
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January 21st  & 22nd Canterbury MRE: St Anselms School, Old Dover Road, Canterbury, CT1 3EN, Sat 10.00-5.00, 
Sun 10.00-4.00. Adults £5, Concessions £4, Children £3, Family £13. Gweek North Quay, O-16.5,; Little River Falls, On30; 
also 009, HOe and unusually Irish broad gauge (5ft 3ins presumably) in 7mm scale. 
 
January 22nd  Guildford, Astolat Model Railway Circle: The Surrey Sports Park, University of Surrey, Richard 
Meyjes Road, Guildford, GU2 7AD. 10.00-5.00. Adults £6, Children £3, Family £12. Nether End, O-16.5; several 009 and 
unusual, 'Valencia Harbour' which may sound Spanish or Italian but is Irish. It is listed as  4mm scale 21mm gauge, but must be 
either 4mm scale 12mm gauge or 7mm scale 21mm gauge unless Valencia was very strange! 

 
January 28th  & 29th, Southampton Model Railway Society: Barton Peveril College, Chestnut Avenue, Eastleigh, 
SO50 5ZA, Sat10.00-5.00, Sun 10.00-4.30, Adults £7, Children £3, Family £17. Pempoul, 1:50, 18.2mm gauge, French 
metre gauge, Maggie & Gordon Gravett: plus Arigna Town, 7mm scale Irish 5ft 3 ins gauge and Agrina OOn12, Irish 3 ft gauge, 
Cavan & Leitrim Railway; also 009 and a lot of EM. 
 
January 28th  & 29th  Kendal Model Railway Club: Leisure Centre, Burton Road, Kendal, LA9 7HX, Sat 10.00-5.00, 
Sun 10.00-4.30, Adults £5.60, Concessions £4.60, Children £3, Family £15.20. Canalside Ironworks, 1:50 scale of an 18 inch 
Smelting Works line. 
 
February 18th Small & Delightful – Narrow Gauge South West: Shepton Mallet -   
AFTER 25 YEARS THIS WILL BE THE LAST S&D.  
Fuller details next time but know Clee Valley Railway 0-9 (Peter Leadley) will be there. 

March 4th /5th – Preston Model Railway Exhibition: Preston College, St Vincent’s Road, Fullwood, Preston PR2 
8UR  - Clee Valley Railway 0-9 from Peter Leadley 

March 11th Narrow Gauge North: Pudsey Leisure Centre . Fuller details next time 

March 18th /19th – Nottingham Model Railway Exhibition, Harvey Hadden Sports Village, Wigman Road,  

April 22nd Surrey Area Group’s Narr-O 2017, the (mostly) Narrow Gauge Model Railway Show: Merstham 
Village Hall, Station Approach North, Merstham, Surrey, RH1 3ED.  10am – 4pm, Adults £5, Concessions and Children 
£3, Family £10.  Adjacent to public transport, limited free parking.  10+ layouts expected (a list will appear nearer the 
time), traders plus full ASSOCIATION TRADE STANDS. 
 
 
 

Please note: a lot of the above list has been found by Frank from various sources – if you are 
exhibiting a layout at a show please let both Frank and myself know – in good time – so we can 

publicise your presence. 
  

**** 
If at a show you find a layout you think would be suitable for our Annual Show at Burton, please get contact details and 
ideally a few photographs and e-mail them to Neil Blair (exhibition@7mmnga.org.uk) who organises the Burton show.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Season’s greetings  
and  

Best Wishes for 2017 



Modelling goods and publications – post free for members and 10% discount on all sales 
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TRENT VALLEY AREA GROUP 

MICKLEOVER (DERBY) OPEN DAY 
 

OUR LADY OF LOURDES PARISH CENTRE, 36 UTTOXETER ROAD 
MICKLEOVER, DERBY, DE3 9GE 

next to petrol station opposite Nags Head pub 
 

 
The Trent Valley Area Group would like to invite all members, friends and other railway modellers to their 
Open Day on 21st January. Please note that this is at a new venue. After many years at the 
Community Centre, we have moved a few hundred yards down the road to Our Lady of Lourdes Parish 
Centre. This is the Catholic Church Hall next to the petrol station by the roundabout in the centre of 
Mickleover. The new venue gives us more space which is all in one large room and so we won’t have displays 
hidden in classrooms where operators felt left out of the main event. There is a large kitchen and so we will 
still be able to provide refreshments and another benefit is a separate car park which is not shared with the 
library users. The only disadvantage is the cost which means a reluctant increase in our admission price to £4 
but we hope all our visitors agree that it’s worth it. 
 
Trade support already agreed with Association Sales, Second-Hand Sales, EDM Models and Port Wynnstay 
Models. 
 
Anyone wishing to bring a layout, model display, demonstration, items for sale etc should contact Mike 
Bellamy by email mike.bellamy@btinternet.com with their details. Please offer us something to fill the hall 
otherwise we'll all be rather lonely! Henmore Dale replacement update as well. 
 

SATURDAY 21ST JANUARY 2017 
 

OPEN 10.00am to 4.00pm 
 

Bring your stock to run – bring a layout – display your models 
do a demo – give a talk – sell your stock 

 
A charge of £4 is necessary to cover the cost of the hall hire 

 
Tea and Coffee available along with bacon cobs and other goodies!  

There are also three pubs nearby as well as a chip shop, cake shop and Tesco 
 

Regular bus service from the City Centre.  Car park available. 
 

WEBSITE http://www.ngtrains.com/Pages/Admin/Shows/TVG3/tvg3.htm  (Thanks to Paul Martin and EDM 
Models) 
 
Details contact Mike Bellamy 01332 518109 (evenings only) or email mike.bellamy@btinternet.com 

 
Narrow News is published on the 1st of every other month: the very last date for details to be sent for the 
February/March issue (166) is 10th January 2017.  
 
Editor: Rod Tickner 18 Florist Street, KEIGHLEY BD21 4DY (01535 671325) news@7mmnga.org.uk 
 
Please let me have your contributions, in a standard word format or JPEG please. Publisher does not work on a MAC. 
I cannot incorporate material from PDF files. 
 
Many thanks  RT 
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